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a b s t r a c t
P2P overlay networks have attracted signiﬁcant research interest due to their utility as virtualized
abstractions of complex network infrastructures, optimized to satisfy speciﬁc criteria, e.g. minimum
delay or shortest diameter. In the context of modern pervasive environments, which are characterized by
complexity, heterogeneity, dynamicity, and mobility in terms of the underlying networks, the utilization
of P2P overlays accordingly offers a series of advantages by countering the aforementioned adverse
characteristics. The widespread deployment of pervasive environments and the plethora of proposed
P2P systems, both call for a systematic way to study related research works. In this paper we review
related research on P2P (peer-to-peer) overlay networks in pervasive environments. In this respect, we
therefore analyze relevant requirements and discuss the application and deployment of P2P overlays and
systems on top of the networking infrastructures that are supported by pervasive environments. Aspects
such as scalability, resource discovery, algorithmic complexity, security, and support for dynamicity are
examined for existing research works, in an effort to identify the most suitable P2P overlay for the
requirements set by the nature of pervasive environments. We also taxonomize P2P overlays using the
well-established classiﬁcation scheme in regard to their structure or lack of it. Furthermore, we study the
notions of multi-layer and bio-inspired P2P overlays that have great synergies with pervasive
environments due to their inherent characteristics, especially in terms of ﬂexibility and robustness. By
describing and critically analyzing existing systems and discussing current research and open issues, we
aim to instigate further research in this domain, while at the same time this work should serve as a point
of reference for state-of-the-art P2P overlays in pervasive environments.
& 2015 The Author. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
By providing end users with seamless, customized and unob-
trusive services over heterogeneous infrastructures pervasive
computing environments have attracted signiﬁcant research inter-
est and have found great applicability in commercial settings
(Abowd and Mynatt, 2000). The notion of pervasive computing
(also known as ubiquitous computing) refers to anywhere and
anytime user-centric provisioning of value-added services and
applications (Weiser, 1991) that are adaptive to user preferences
and monitored conditions, i.e. context information (Dey, 2001).
Pervasive environments are built on top of high capacity, distrib-
uted networking infrastructures, and therefore they inherently
promote ﬂexibility, availability and adaptability, as well as support
mobility.
In the last years we have experienced a proliferation of wireless,
mobile and wired networking technologies that is spurred by the
need to support and optimize pervasive computing scenarios (Conti
and Giordano, 2007; Akyildiz et al., 2005). In this respect, the
underlying networks should be ﬂexible and extensible enough to
accommodate such a level of diversity and personalization concern-
ing both the users and the applications running on top of pervasive
environments (Schonwalder et al., 2009). Therefore, the fulﬁllment of
the vision set by pervasive computing comes at a high cost when
considering relevant concerns such as the dynamicity, scale, com-
plexity and heterogeneity. Accordingly, network virtualization tech-
niques such as P2P overlays are a prominent solution to alleviate the
aforementioned concerns, since they allow for multiple virtual net-
work topologies to be built on top of the actual physical networks
(Niebert et al., 2008). Complex, volatile topologies are abstracted
with the use of P2P overlays into more manageable topologies. P2P
overlays can be constructed to satisfy certain criteria, e.g. bounded
delay or hop count (Zhang et al., 2005) or load balancing (Forestiero
et al., 2010).
P2P overlays in pervasive environments is a topic that has
attracted signiﬁcant research interest with a number of relevant
works proposing solutions to address the adverse properties of
these environments that were previously mentioned. Besides
mechanisms and algorithms considered for traditional structured
and unstructured P2P overlays to enhance their operation and
resource discovery mechanisms accordingly, there has recently
been a growing interest in the research community towards
overlay cooperation. The latter emerges as a necessity due to the
large scale of pervasive environments and their inherent heteor-
geneity, which combined with the diversity of applications’
requirements will undoubtedly require multiple overlays coexist-
ing. Furthermore, the need for adaptive overlays in these dynamic
and unreliable environments becomes evident. Accordingly, bio-
inspired, highly reactive solutions for building and maintaining
overlays have been proposed and exhibit efﬁcient operation.
We review in the following the state-of-the-art in P2P overlays
based on a standard classiﬁcation scheme of structured vs.
unstructured overlays. The classiﬁcation is meant to highlight
the differences between the topological properties that character-
ize each of the overlays. We also extend our review to cover bio-
inspired P2P overlays, namely ones the topology and lookup
operations of which are inspired by processes found in nature
and biological organisms. Lastly, we also survey multi-layer over-
lays that consider multiple concurrent overlays cooperating in
parallel and that beneﬁt from the established synergies between
the latter. Figure 1 presents an overview of the reviewed systems
under the adopted classiﬁcation scheme. Four distinct categories
are identiﬁed, namely structured P2P overlays, unstructured, bio-
inspired and multi-layer P2P. For each of these categories, Fig. 1
lists their main qualitative characteristics and features, as well as
the main research works that fall under each category.
The contribution of this work is that it provides a systematic
taxonomy and reference for the research work on P2P overlays in
pervasive environments. It aims to group together all relevant
Fig. 1. Classiﬁcation of P2P overlays and main features of each category, as well as
typical examples.
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research and expose open challenges and issues and thus to
instigate further research in the domain. In addition, by presenting
existing work in a systematic manner, prospective researchers can
easily classify their work and validate their innovations, while also
comparing the performance and other qualitative features of their
work with related research efforts. Furthermore, a novelty in itself
is the review of multi-layer and bio-inspired P2P overlays. Our
methodology involves describing the different overlays and in
particular their operation, but also qualititative features such as
performance, lookup operations, security, load balancing, topology
and handling of heterogeneity and dynamicity. In this way, we
highlight how each of the considered overlays handles the adverse
characteristics of pervasive environments that were previously
mentioned, namely dynamicity, large scale, complexity and
heterogeneity.
In this paper we present a detailed review of research on P2P
overlays in the context of pervasive networking. We aim at
highlighting their contributions and shortcomings and therefore
facilitate their comparison and comparative analysis in a holistic
context. After this brief introduction, Section 2 introduces the
notion of P2P overlays, describes their general features and
classiﬁes them in structured and unstructured categories, typical
cases of which are given in Section 3 and 4 respectively. Review of
related research on multi-layer overlays and coexisting overlays is
the focus of Section 5, while Section 6 discusses P2P overlays
based on bio-inspired optimization techniques. Finally, the paper
concludes in Section 7 with pointers to open issues and future
research directions.
2. P2P overlays
The connectivity between nodes in a physical network is
subject to the network infrastructure that is in place and it is
cumbersome to modify it. Conversely, P2P overlays are essentially
virtual, i.e. logical, structures/topologies that are built on top of
physical networks. They do not suffer the rigidness of physical
network topologies, since they are logical in nature, whereas this
increased ﬂexibility allows for extensibility and adaptive reconﬁ-
guration. The nodes (also known as peers) that participate in the
P2P overlay represent their physical network counterparts, but the
connectivity between them differs. They are organized in a
distributed manner without any hierarchy or centralized control
(Eng Keong et al., 2005). This implies that peers communicate with
each other to establish self-organizing overlay structures on top of
the underlying physical networks. The fact that P2P overlays can
be built dynamically and reﬂect desired optimization criteria
allows them to support a variety of application level services,
which is the main motivation for their widespread use and utility.
By design, P2P networks have a high degree of decentralization,
inherent support for heterogeneity, self-organized behavior, they
are easily deployed at the application-level, while being highly
scalable and resilient to failures (Rodrigues and Druschel, 2010).
The ﬂexibility and extensibility brought by P2P systems has
spurred numerous research works in the area, with diverse P2P
systems being proposed in order to cater for various optimization
criteria and application requirements. It is therefore evident that a
taxonomy to classify P2P overlay systems is necessary, in order to
promote its systematic study and examination from the research
community. The focal point and contribution of this paper is such
a classiﬁcation scheme for P2P overlays and systems, categorizing
them in 4 distinct categories and presenting the main research
works that fall under each of these categories.
One of the most commonways to classify P2P systems has been
based on the structure of the topology of the overlay. Accordingly,
P2P systems can be categorized as being either structured or
unstructured. In structured approaches the topology of the overlay
is tightly regulated and there are speciﬁc rules concerning the
placement of peers in the topology, namely Distributed Hash
Tables (DHTs) are usually exploited to determine where a peer
will be located in the topology and with which other peers it will
be connected. In unstructured approaches the topology of the
overlay is unknown to peers and there are no rules to control it.
Flooding mechanisms are used for resource discovery and peer
locations are random (Eng Keong et al., 2005). While structured
approaches allow for quick and efﬁcient resource discovery, they
have much higher management overhead for the overlay's topol-
ogy maintenance (Meshkova et al., 2008).
When considering pervasive environments, the underlying
physical network infrastructures are commonly comprised of
heterogeneous wired and wireless networks, while additionally
issues of large scale, dynamicity and mobility arise. Mitigating or
addressing these adverse characteristics has motivates the need to
build P2P overlay systems on top of pervasive environments.
Moreover, the dynamic nature of pervasive environments where
the physical connections change over time makes it difﬁcult to
perform resource discovery, e.g. look for ﬁles or services. P2P
overlays could potentially assist in this respect by providing more
scalable, robust lookup topologies that are not inﬂuenced by
dynamicity. P2P overlay networks are therefore employed to
produce more manageable networks and optimize resource mon-
itoring, by exposing a (possibly) smaller scale abstraction of the
underlying network infrastructure that adapts rapidly to the
volatility and dynamicity of the underlay's topology.
Nonetheless, it should be noted that P2P overlay topologies are
subject to changes too in order to retain their desired features (e.g.
structured topologies) or to adapt to overlay network partitions
and failures/mobility of nodes. However, carefully designed topol-
ogy management algorithms should minimize these changes and
accordingly adapt the topologies rapidly. Such topology manage-
ment algorithms are at the core of P2P overlays, as will be
discussed in the following, whereas there have also been dedi-
cated research efforts towards promoting overlay reconﬁguration
in a more generic manner. Adaptive P2P overlay topologies have
been studied in Condie et al. (2004) to improve resource discovery,
while an adaptive topology control algorithm designed speciﬁcally
Table 1
Typical examples of structured and unstructured P2P overlays.
Structured Unstructured
Chord (Stoica et al., 2003) Freenet (Clarke et al., 2001)
CAN (Ratnasamy et al., 2001) Gnutella (Gnutella, 2002)
Pastry (Rowstron and Druschel, 2001) FastTrack (Liang et al., 2006)
Tapestry (Zhao et al., 2004) BitTorrent (Cohen, 2003)
Kademlia (Maymounkov and Maziéres, 2002) UMM (Ripeanu et al., 2010)
Viceroy (Malkhi et al., 2002) Gia (Chawathe et al., 2003)
P-Grid (Aberer et al., 2003) Phenix (Wouhaybi and Campbell, 2004)
SkipNet (Harvey et al., 2003)
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for P2P overlays running on top of mobile ad hoc networks has
been proposed in Mawji et al. (2011) with the goal of reducing the
stretch factor between the overlay and the underlay networks and
eventually minimizing energy consumption. Similarly, the X-BOT
protocol discussed in Leitao et al. (2012) retains desired features of
existing unstructured P2P overlays such as node degree and
connectivity, but adapts the topology in order to optimize the
stretch factor in a completely decentralized manner and thus lead
to more efﬁcient overlay routing. In handling and proactively
responding to partitions in the overlay the work by Qiu et al.
(2007) provides an interesting theoretical framework to address
this problem in a generic way. Lastly, Fan and Ammar (2006)
discuss high-level reconﬁguration policies for the optimization of
service overlay topologies in terms of robustness.
Table 1 presents the most indicative cases of structured and
unstructured P2P systems that we review in the following. The
interested reader is also referred to Androutsellis-Theotokis and
Spinellis (2004) and Eng Keong et al. (2005) for slightly outdated
yet related reviews on P2P overlays. We should also highlight the
extensive surveys on search techniques in P2P overlays reported in
Risson and Moors (2006) and Ahmed and Boutaba (2011). Due to
the ever increasing trend towards green IT there has been a
number of research efforts aimed at reducing energy consumption
of P2P overlay networks, for a detailed survey of which we refer to
Malatras et al. (2012a).
3. Structured P2P overlays
The notion of structure in this category of P2P overlays refers to
the tightly controlled topology that they maintain over the net-
work graph and the fact that resources are not placed randomly on
nodes but in a deterministic manner, i.e. using DHTs. These
features allow structured protocols to have very good performance
in terms of resource discovery, since resource queries can be
satisﬁed in bounded number of steps even in large-scale distrib-
uted architectures. In most cases, nodes and resources share the
same identiﬁer space and are mapped on that space by means of
consistent hashing functions. In the following we analyze the most
prominent structured P2P overlays with the goal of describing
their topologies (construction, maintenance under churn), their
lookup operations (discover and retrieve resources from other
nodes) and their performance (lookup efﬁciency, tradeoffs and
applicability).
3.1. Chord
Chord (Stoica et al., 2003) is one of the ﬁrst and most popular
protocols for structured P2P overlays. It addresses the issue of
locating nodes in P2P overlays that hold speciﬁc data items, i.e.
keys, by using DHTs. In particular, Chord utilizes consistent
hashing (Karger et al., 1997) for the assignment of keys to nodes
and data in order to balance related workload of nodes, since it
leads to nodes holding approximately equal number of keys.
Moreover, Chord is resilient to churn and is fully decentralized
and distributed.
Topology: Nodes in a Chord overlay are organized in a virtual
ring where a node always has a higher identiﬁer than its
predecessor and is aware of its successor as its next hop neighbor.
The consistent hashing technique unilaterally assigns a key to each
node identiﬁer (by hashing the node's IP address), whereas a key is
also generated for every data item available on the overlay (by
hashing the data). If the length of the identiﬁer is m, then the
identiﬁers are ordered in a Chord ring of modulo 2m size (from
0 to 2m1). A key k is handled by the node in the Chord ring
whose identiﬁer is either k or is the ﬁrst to come in a clockwise
order after k. When a new peer joins the overlay its IP is hashed
and its position in the Chord ring is thus deduced based on its
assigned key. Such an action will nonetheless undoubtedly require
a rearrangement of the key-node assignments. In particular, some
keys that were previously handled by the successor of the new
node in the Chord ring will now need to be assigned to the new
node itself, based on the previous principle of key-node assign-
ment. Similarly, when a node leaves the overlay all the keys that
were assigned to it will have to be reassigned to its successor in
the ring. It is clear that node churn inﬂuences only the neighboring
nodes the joining/leaving nodes and not the whole overlay and
this is an important feature of Chord's efﬁciency.
Lookup: To search for data items on the Chord overlay (since a
sequential traversal of the Chord ring using the successor relation-
ships is clearly not efﬁcient), each node maintains a routing table
called the ﬁnger table. The ﬁnger table has a maximum size of m
and is constructed so that for a node n its ith entry has a pointer to
the successor of node nþ2i1 in the Chord ring, where 1$i$m.
Finger tables allow a node to have information about nodes in its
vicinity as well as about a few remote nodes and balance the
tradeoff between maintaining accurate information about a lot of
nodes and only being aware of the successor in the Chord ring.
Evidently node churn inﬂuences the ﬁnger tables, which should
thus be updated constantly to ensure accurate lookups. The same
applies to the successor relationships between nodes in the
Chord ring.
Performance: According to Stoica et al. (2003) a lookup proce-
dure in a stable N-node Chord overlay requires O(log N) messages,
while Eng Keong et al. (2005) indicate a ðlog NÞ2 performance
under churn. Is it however noted that Chord suffers from massive
churn values that diminish its performance and that it has a high
maintenance cost especially under churn, as is the case with all
structured P2P overlays. This has led to numerous approaches to
improve the latter aspects, one of the most prominent of which is
the Chord2 protocol (Joung and Wang, 2007) that considers a
hierarchical structure with super-peers acting as index servers for
lookup queries and facilitating message routing. Additionally,
redundancy by means of concurrent maintenance of multiple
Chord rings has been studied in Flocchini et al. (2007) as a means
to improve lookup and routing efﬁciency with related results
indicating up to 50% less hops to successfully satisfy lookup
queries. Recently, a specialization of Chord for wireless mesh
networks called MeshChord was proposed (Canali et al., 2010)
that extends the algorithm to consider the particularities of the
considered networks such as 1-hop broadcast and the existence of
a wireless backbone infrastructure.
3.2. CAN
The main design goals of the distributed and decentralized
structured CAN (Content Addressable Network) overlay
(Ratnasamy et al., 2001) include self-organization, fault tolerance
and scalability. It is also based on the DHT concept, but instead of
organizing the overlay nodes in a ring like Chord it considers them
as points in a d-dimensional coordinate space, where d is a
parameter of the CAN protocol. Every node of the CAN P2P overlay
is in charge of a particular area of the d-dimensional coordinate
space, which is distinct and non-overlapping to that of
other nodes.
Topology: The CAN coordinate space is used to store key/value
pairs. In CAN every node is responsible for a particular area of the
CAN space and has routing information, e.g. IP address and
coordinates, of its neighbors in the coordinate space. To assign
key/value pairs to speciﬁc nodes, a hash function is applied to the
key to map it to a point on the CAN space. The node in the area of
which that point belongs becomes responsible for that key/value
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pair. In terms of nodes joining or leaving the overlay, CAN assumes
the existence of well-known bootstrap nodes that can be con-
tacted in order to discover further CAN nodes. When a new node
joins the overlay, it randomly picks a point in the CAN space and
sends a dedicated JOIN message to that point. The existing CAN
node in charge of that point (i.e. its area contains that point)
divides its area in two, keeping one half for itself and assigning the
other half to the node. It is clear that key/value reassignment
occurs in accordance to the division of the area. Upon node
departure, one of the departing node's neighbors assumes respon-
sibility of its dedicated area and that of its associated key/value
peers. Accordingly, all nodes continuously monitor their neighbors
to update their routing information.
Lookup: Assuming the initiating node a lookup query is aware
of the key associated to a data item, it applies the CAN hashing
function to locate the point to which that key has been associated
with and consequently the node that is in charge of the space
containing that point. The CAN routing mechanism then takes over
to route the request (and inversely the reply) to the discovered
node. In doing so, CAN utilizes a greedy forwarding routing
mechanism, namely at each node forwarding the request to the
neighbor that is closest to the neighbor, e.g. utilizing Euclidean
distance as a metric for a 2-dimensional CAN overlay.
Performance: As stated in Ratnasamy et al. (2001), every node of
the CAN overlay maintains a list of 2nd neighbors, so assuming n
equal zones in the d-dimensional space, the average routing path
is computed to be equal to ðd=4Þnn1=d. CAN is reliable since by its
construction there are alternative routing paths to connect nodes.
However, it is subject to failure in case of partitions and it does not
guarantee load balancing as Chord, because there can be areas
(and hence nodes) that contain much larger number of key/value
pairs than others. Resilience under churn can be greatly improved
by considering greater numbers of neighbors in the CAN overlay.
In a typical such example, Wang et al. (2005) consider additional
nodes in CAN routing, following small-world principles and the
notion of ﬁnger table present in Chord.
3.3. Pastry
With a lot of similarities to Chord, the Pastry (Rowstron and
Druschel, 2001) P2P overlay is a structured, self-organized and
fully decentralized overlay aiming at scalable resource discovery
and routing, while at the same time taking into account network
locality to reduce average path length. Pastry exploits preﬁx
routing as suggested in Plaxton et al. (1997) to route messages
between nodes. Nodes and keys have unique, uniformly assigned
identiﬁers of 128 bits with base B, where B¼ 2b is a conﬁguration
parameter of the algorithm (typical value of b¼4).
Topology: The topology of Pastry is similar to that of Chord in
that the nodes are organized in a virtual ring in an ascending order
according to their node identiﬁers (0$id$21281). Every node of
the Pastry overlay maintains three structures, namely a routing
table, a neighborhood set and a leaf set. The routing table has
logBN rows and B1 columns, where every cell of row n contains
routing information, e.g. IP addresses, of all nodes whose identiﬁer
has the same n ﬁrst digits as the current node. The neighborhood
set contains all nodes that are of close proximity to the current
node (typical value of set is 2nB). Lastly, the leaf set L contains the
j Lj=2 nodes with numerically closest larger identiﬁers than the
current node and respectively the j Lj=2 nodes with numerically
closest smaller identiﬁers (typical value for j Lj is B). Upon arrival
of a new node in the Pastry overlay it contacts a well known
bootstrap node in the existing overlay network. The bootstrap
node returns to the new node a list of close nodes in order to
choose one at random to contact and send it its join request with
its identiﬁer as the key (the new node also initializes its
neighborhood set from that of the closely located node). The node
of the Pastry ring whose identiﬁer is numerically closest to that of
the new node receives this join request and replies by sending its
routing table (the same for all other nodes in the routing path of
the join request). Finally, the new node initializes its routing table
based on the received information and notiﬁes all interested nodes
of its arrival to accordingly update their 3 main Pastry structures.
When a node leaves the Pastry overlay its neighbors will contact
the remaining members of their neighborhood sets and proceed in
exchanging these sets with each other in order to ﬁnd alternative
closely located nodes to replace the departed one with.
Lookup: Data items and resources in Pastry are also assumed to
have a unique identiﬁer drawn from the same identiﬁer space as
that for the nodes, i.e. with base B. Keys are handled by nodes
whose identiﬁers are numerically close to each other. In order to
ﬁnd the node that is responsible for a speciﬁc key, Pastry nodes
forward lookup queries to nodes whose identiﬁer shares with the
key a preﬁx of at least 1 bit longer than with that of the current
node. Thus, the node whose identiﬁer is closest numerically to the
key is located in a progressive manner.
Performance: In a Pastry overlay according to Rowstron and
Druschel (2001) a key can be located in up to logBN overlay hops
(equal to the number of rows in the routing table). Support for
scalability is a major advantage of Pastry, with relevant experi-
ments showing that it works efﬁciently for networks of even
100,000 nodes. In terms of fault tolerance, Pastry behaves rela-
tively well since single or small group node departures do not
affect its operation. Nonetheless, when groups of at least j Lj=2
nodes depart the overlay routing functionality is subject to failure.
3.4. Tapestry
The Tapestry (Zhao et al., 2004) P2P overlay bears many
similarities with Pastry mainly in terms of their common routing
infrastructure that is based in both cases on the Plaxton mesh
(Plaxton et al., 1997). Tapestry is completely decentralized and
allows for efﬁcient location of objects and routing amongst a
collection of nodes independently of their physical location. More-
over, Tapestry has a clear focus on scalability and fault tolerance
under dynamic network conditions. In Tapestry nodes and objects
are assigned unique identiﬁers of base β from the same 160-bit
identiﬁer space using a uniform distribution. Tapestry differenti-
ates itself from Pastry in that it replicates data objects for
redundancy and in the deﬁnition of network locality.
Topology: Tapestry overlays aim at retaining a low network
stretch. Every node has information, e.g. node identiﬁers and IP
addresses, only about its direct neighbors in the form of neighbor
maps, i.e. local tables that are formed in a manner similar to longest
preﬁx routing also used by Pastry. Each row of a neighbor map
contains information about the node's neighbors that share a preﬁx
with that node of length equal to the row's level in the map. Routing
occurs in Tapestry on a digit by digit manner, up until the exact
identiﬁer of the destination is found. Since in dynamic environments
connectivity between nodes cannot be ensured, a mechanism is
needed to augment in terms of reliability this process in the case of
node churn. In Tapestry this is achieved by means of redundant
routing, where every node maintains for every entry in its neighbor
map two additional backups with the same properties, i.e. sharing
the same amount of digits in their identiﬁer preﬁx, as the original
entry. Every node also maintains a list of backpointers, namely nodes
that point at it through their neighbor maps. When a new node joins
a Tapestry overlay the so-called need-to-know nodes are informed of
the new arrival, since this can complete an entry in their neighbor
maps. Moreover, the new node based on its identiﬁer might need to
become responsible, i.e. root node, for existing identiﬁers and there-
fore corresponding object references need to be moved to the new
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node. Lastly, the Tapestry algorithm is required to complete a new
neighbor map for the newly arrived node, while nearby nodes might
consider the new node in their neighbor maps as an optimization
since its identiﬁer might better ﬁt their needs. Similar procedures are
followed in case of node departure.
Lookup: To publish objects, the node whose identiﬁer is the
same or the one closest to that of an object's identiﬁer is the node
who is assigned to be the root node of that object (the owner
sends a dedicated Tapestry publish object message). The root node
holds information about the original owner of the object, in order
to be able to return it to any requesting nodes. Nodes between the
owner of the object and the root of that object that receive the
publish message, retain this information to promote faster look-
ups. Resource discovery therefore happens either by progressively
(digit by digit) contacting the root node of the resource object or
by encountering a node that holds information about a particular
resource's owner.
Performance: Routing (and thus lookup) in Tapestry occurs in at
most log β N hops, where N is the size of the identiﬁer space.
According to the extensive simulation results presented in Zhao
et al. (2004), Tapestry performs efﬁciently even under dynamic
conditions, e.g. node churn, with only around 5% of lookup queries
failing. Additionally, routing performs really well since the stretch
factor for locating resources remains low, starting from 3 to
eventually approach 1. Tapestry's signiﬁcant popularity has been
spurred by its lightweight, cross-platform implementation called
Chimera.1
3.5. Kademlia
Kademlia (Maymounkov and Maziéres, 2002) is a structured,
fully decentralized P2P overlay. While it also utilizes consistent
hashing to map identiﬁers to keys and nodes, it nonetheless
exploits a XOR-based metric to compute the distance, i.e. the
closeness, between identiﬁers. This facilitates formal proof of the
properties of the overlay algorithm compared to other DHT-based
overlays. Moreover, Kademlia was designed based on observations
regarding existing P2P overlays’ operation, namely in Saroiu et al.
(2001) it was observed that the longer a node remains connected
to an overlay the higher the probability that it will remain
connected for at least another hour. Accordingly, Kademlia pro-
motes the use of “old” nodes in the overlay as neighbors by other
nodes in order to ensure the overlay's connectivity with higher
probability.
Topology: Both nodes and resources are assigned an identiﬁer
from a 160-bit namespace. The distance between two identiﬁers is
deﬁned as the integer value of their XOR. Each node maintains lists
of nodes of distance between 2i and 2iþ1 from itself, where
0$i!160, called k-buckets because their size can grow up to k
(typically 20). Each k-bucket is actually a sorted list of nodes
satisfying the distance criterion, where the least seen node is at
the top of the list. k-buckets are updated upon receipt of messages
from other nodes: in case of an already seen node its order in the
k-bucket is updated, i.e. it is moved to the end of the list, whereas
in case of a previously unknown node the k-bucket is checked to
see whether there is space to add an additional identiﬁer. Upon
positive conﬁrmation the new node's information is stored at the
end of the relevant k-bucket, while when the k-bucket is full the
least seen node is pinged to check its status. If it responds the new
node's information is discarded, conversely the new node is
entered at the end of the list and the node that did not respond
to the ping is discarded. This way of maintaining k-buckets
promotes “old” nodes as neighbors in the overlay to enhance
stability. A new node joining the overlay is entered in the
appropriate k-bucket of a bootstrap node and it performs a lookup
procedure for its own identiﬁer to collect information on other
nodes and thus populates its k-buckets accordingly, as well as
enters itself into other nodes’ k-buckets when appropriate.
Lookup: When a certain node identiﬁer is requested, the
protocol actually locates the k closest nodes to the given identiﬁer.
The initiator of the lookup ﬁrst checks in its own corresponding k-
bucket for the closest α nodes (typical value for α is 3). Then it
sends similar requests to these α nodes in parallel so that they can
return nodes that are close to the requested identiﬁer according to
the entries in their k-buckets. Qualifying nodes are recursively
contacted to collect further nodes that are close to the requested
one up until k nodes have been collected at the initiator. Kademlia
allows for redundancy and caching to promote lookup efﬁciency
(keys about resources can be stored to up to k different nodes in
the overlay) and proper operation even under dynamic conditions,
e.g. node failures or churn.
Performance: Similar to other DHT-based structured P2P over-
lays, Kademlia has a performance of O(log N) in terms of resource
discovery, where N is the number of nodes in the overlay.
Kademlia is the most widely deployed and most popular struc-
tured P2P overlay (Steiner et al., 2007), which has found applic-
ability in commercial and open-source P2P implementations such
as eMule/eDonkey and Bittorrent.
3.6. Viceroy
In the decentralized Viceroy P2P overlay network (Malkhi et al.,
2002) the focus is on the topology in order to maintain a
connection graph between participating nodes that has beneﬁcial
properties such as constant degree (to avoid hubs and thus
bottlenecks in the overlay), low maintenance costs (small number
of messages exchanges when nodes join or leave the overlay) and
bounded path length for lookup operations (to promote efﬁciency
of resource discovery). Accordingly, the Viceroy topology has a
logarithmic diameter and approximates a butterﬂy network.
Topology: Similar to Chord and other DHT-based approaches,
Viceroy too uses consistent hashing (Karger et al., 1997) to map
node and resource identiﬁers to the same identiﬁer space, this
space being the unit ring ½0;1Þ. A node is responsible for all
resources whose identiﬁer is smaller than its own and larger than
its immediate neighbor in the ring (resources mapped to their
successor in the ring as in Chord). In order to achieve the
aforementioned properties the ring is augmented with additional
connections between nodes. First, all nodes are connected to their
successor and predecessor in the ring. Moreover, inspired by
previous work on small world networks (Kleinberg, 2000) and
long range network contacts (Barriére et al., 2001), each node ﬁrst
selects a level l uniformly at random from a possible log N levels,
where N is the total number of nodes, and then creates additional
links to ﬁve nodes as follows. Two downward links are created to
two nodes of level lþ1, one of which to a node at a distance
approximately 1=2l away (right-connection) and one to a node
with the closest distance (left connection). Additionally, one
upward link is created to a node of level l1 that is at the closest
distance (except when l¼1). Lastly, two more links are created to
the previous and following nodes of level l. With this construction
every node in the overlay topology has always 7 neighbors, thus
achieving the goal of constant degree and minimizing the mod-
iﬁcations needed when nodes join or leave the overlay. When a
node leaves the overlay, its successor in the ring takes over its
resources and all interested nodes are informed to update their
connections accordingly.
Lookup: To locate a resource in Viceroy the node requesting a
resource ﬁrst traverses the level hierarchy in an upward direction,1 http://current.cs.ucsb.edu/projects/chimera/
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namely it uses the upward connections to reach a node at level 1.
In the next step the node of level 1 (and progressively nodes of
lower levels) makes use of one of its downward links according to
its vicinity to the requested resource's identiﬁer. If the latter is
greater than 1=2l then the downward left connection is used,
otherwise the right one. This procedure continues up until a node
is found that has no downward links and its identiﬁer is close to
that of the request resource. In this case, a so-called vicinity search
is performed using the ring connections and the ones to the nodes
of the same level until the owner of the resource is located.
Performance: In Viceroy the lookup and routing procedures
have a complexity of O(log N) similar to other DHT-based overlays.
The great beneﬁt of Viceroy is the fact that it avoids congestions by
means of hubs, by ensuring load balancing in terms of connections
to other nodes. The upper bound of 7 in the node degree in
Viceroy overlay graph also assists in maintenance operations, by
limiting the number of changes needed in the topology upon node
churn. The Georoy algorithm proposed in Galluccio et al. (2007) is
based on Viceroy, but extends the topology by adopting a two-tier,
hierarchical architecture where high-level nodes serve as resource
indices, and utilizes location information to map resources to
nodes to promote lookup efﬁciency.
3.7. P-Grid
The major design goal of the P-Grid (Peer-Grid) P2P overlay
(Aberer et al., 2003, 2002) was to facilitate lookup operation across
large-scale distributed systems, while provisioning for resilience
under dynamic conditions by means of resources’ replication. P-
Grid is completely decentralized and promotes load balancing of
nodes in regard to the resources they are in charge of and
therefore the queries they need to respond to.
Topology: The topology of the P-Grid overlay is essentially a
virtual binary tree, where nodes of the P2P overlay are represented
by leafs of the tree and the root and other parent nodes of the tree
are used only for traversal, organization and maintenance of the
overlay, i.e. they do not represent active nodes holding resources.
In P-Grid each node assumes a position in the tree the path of
which (binary string from root to leaf) reﬂects the information/
resources that node is in charge of. In Aberer et al. (2002) a
method for mapping ﬁlenames to unique and uniformly distrib-
uted keys is presented, while it should be noted that for redun-
dancy reasons and to promote more efﬁcient resource retrievals it
is possible for more than one nodes to share the same path in the
tree. Construction and maintenance of the P-Grid overlay relies on
nodes’ interactions. Initially, each node is responsible for all
resources’ identiﬁers. When two nodes meet they split the
identiﬁer space between themselves and each of them records a
pointer to the other node in order to be able to satisfy requests for
resources. This is how the tree grows and expands to progressively
cover more specialized paths, i.e. binary string identiﬁers of
resources. Therefore, for every bit in its path each peer holds
references to the nodes that are responsible for the other side of
the binary tree at the same level. Since this process is decentra-
lized it is possible that two nodes that share the same path might
meet, in which case once again the identiﬁer space is divided
between the two as before. There are also procedures to help
balance the overlay tree and thus ensure load balancing in the P-
Grid overlay.
Lookup: When a node receives a request for a resource it ﬁrst
computes the binary string identiﬁer of the resource and if this
request cannot be successfully satisﬁed by the node then it is
forwarded to one of the nodes that the current node holds
references to. In this way the request is being progressively
forwarded to nodes that are closer to the resource, due to the
construction algorithm of the P-Grid virtual binary tree. When
more than one nodes share the same preﬁx then the selection of
the next node to route the request to is done randomly. When no
other node closer to the request resource's identiﬁer can be found
then the last node in the lookup path checks its local archive of
resources in order to either satisfy or stop the request.
Performance: Similar to other DHT-based structured overlays, P-
Grid has also a Oðlog 2 NÞ complexity when it comes to lookup of
resources, where N is the number of resources. P-Grid performs
well under dynamic conditions and generates far fewer messages
than similar systems. While its tree based structure shares
commonalities with Plaxton-like structures as seen in Pastry and
Tapestry, P-Grid differs in that it allows for advanced types of
queries (range, Datta et al., 2005 or similarity, Karnstedt et al.,
2006, queries are possible) and that less strict assumptions over
participating nodes are required (higher degree of autonomy and
self-organization).
3.8. SkipNet
The SkipNet overlay network (Harvey et al., 2003) is a dis-
tributed, decentralized structured P2P overlay that draws inspira-
tion from the Skip Lists data structure (Pugh, 1990), similar to the
work discussed in Aspnes and Shah (2007). SkipNet, conversely to
other DHT-based approaches, allows for controlled data place-
ment. Moreover, it promotes data and routing path locality and
thus improves availability, performance and security. It supports
two identiﬁer namespaces that are used in parallel, i.e. a string
namespace for nodes and resources and a numeric identiﬁer
namespace that is derived by hashing the corresponding identi-
ﬁers from the string namespace.
Topology: The topology of SkipNet is that of a ring where the
string names of the participating nodes are placed in a sorted
ascending order according to their string identiﬁers; the ring is
doubly linked and each node maintains pointers to the previous
and next nodes in the ring, as well as 2nlog N (N is the number of
nodes) additional pointers to other remote nodes on the ring
stored in the the node's routing table. The latter has log N levels
and two directions since the list is doubly linked (hence the
2nlog N numbers of pointers per node) and is constructed as
follows. For a given level h of the routing table, its two entries
contain the nodes that are approximately 2nh nodes to the left or
right of the current node respectively. At level h the ring is
essentially split into two disjoint rings of level hþ1 each one of
which is formed by every second node of the corresponding h level
ring. To maintain such a structure would require a lot of manage-
ment messages being passed around, a drawback which motivated
the need to relax this topology construction by allowing nodes of
level h to uniformly and randomly choose in which of the two
disjoint rings of level hþ1 they will be assigned to. With such an
approach nodes joining or leaving the overlay inﬂuence the
routing tables of only two other nodes in each of the rings that
they belong to. When nodes join the SkipNet overlay they ﬁrst
have to ﬁnd the highest level ring to which they belong based on
their numeric identiﬁer. Then the new node discovers the other
nodes that are part of the same ring by looking for them by their
string identiﬁer and starting from one of these neighbors it
progressively follows the path to the ring of level 0 and in the
process it inserts itself to every qualifying ring.
Lookup: When attempting to discover resources by their string
name, the SkipNet is traversed to the direction closer to the
requested identiﬁer. This is a rather simple process because the
SkipNet ring is constructed to be sorted according the string
namespace. To look for resources by their numeric identiﬁer, the
ﬁrst node in level 0 whose numeric identiﬁer matches the ﬁrst
digit of the one requested is located and then the process moves
on to this node's level 1 ring. The process is iteratively repeated
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until no more progress can be made, in which case one of the
nodes in the last visited ring is the one that the request was
made for.
Performance: SkipNet, as most of structured P2P overlays, has a
complexity of O(log N) when it comes to locating resources and
routing messages in an overlay of N nodes. It should be highlighted
that the controlled data placement of SkipNet actually contradicts the
beneﬁcial load balancing features that are inherent of DHTs, a
constraint that has been pointed out in Harvey et al. (2003). It
nonetheless has very good performance in dynamic situations and
addresses a security concern that is present in most DHT-based
systems and that involves placing resources on untrustworthy nodes.
3.9. Other approaches
For the sake of reference, we brieﬂy summarize a few other
indicative research efforts towards building and maintaining
structured P2P overlays, while it should be noted that this list is
far from exhaustive.
 Cycloid (Shen et al., 2006): Similar to Viceroy, Cycloid is a
constant degree DHT-based P2P overlay, the topology of which
is that of a cube connected cycles graph. Each node has
7 connections to other nodes and the lookup complexity is O
(d) where d is a constant such that for the N nodes in the
overlay the following stands N¼ dn2d.
 Skip Graphs (Aspnes and Shah, 2007): Structured P2P overlay
that does not consider consistent hashing and operates with
logarithmic complexity, as well as supporting complex queries
and fault tolerance for even large groups of nodes.
 Z-Ring (Lian et al., 2005): It is an extension of Pastry (using a
base of 4096) to accommodate 1-hop and 2-hop information
retrieval by increasing the number of connections of nodes,
while at the same time retaining a low overhead in terms of
maintenance operations. The latter is achieved by means of
efﬁcient membership protocols that guarantee message
exchanges between group members alone.
 Ulysses (Kumar et al., 2004): A DHT-based, structured P2P
overlay that considers the butterﬂy topology with some mod-
iﬁcations in order to limit the diameter of the overlay to
log N=log ðlog NÞ thus simultaneously improving the perfor-
mance of resource discovery without sacriﬁcing robustness.
 D2B (Fraigniaud and Gauron, 2006): Exploiting de Bruijn graph
topologies, this structured P2P overlay exhibits beneﬁcial
properties in handling node churn under dynamic conditions.
The D2B overlay has a constant degree and similar to other
DHT-based overlays its complexity is O(log N).
 D1HT (Monnerat and Amorim, 2006): Specialization of DHT-
based P2P overlays that exploits 1-hop DHTs to locate
resources, thus greatly increasing resource discovery perfor-
mance, albeit at a reasonable cost in terms of trafﬁc overhead.
 Koorde (Kaashoek and Karger, 2003): This DHT-based P2P
overlay is built on Chord and makes use of de Bruijn graphs
to form a robust topology that allows for efﬁcient and ﬂexible
information retrieval. When each node is connected to only
2 neighbors, lookup procedures have a complexity of O(log N),
whereas when the number of neighbors grows to O(log N) as in
typical overlays like Chord, lookup procedures take approxi-
mately Oðlog N=log ðlog NÞÞ hops.
 HyPeer (Serbu et al., 2011): Structured P2P overlay that extends
the traditional ring structure of Chord-like overlays to that of a
hybercube in order to provide redundant paths for lookup and
routing and eventually to support ﬂexible routing strategies.
 BATON (Jagadish et al., 2005): Structured P2P overlay following
a balanced binary tree topology and having a complexity of
Oðlog NÞ (N is the number of nodes), as well as supporting both
exact match and range lookup queries.
 Coral (Freedman et al., 2004): P2P content distribution network
that shares principles with standard DHT-based, structured
overlay networks taking into account clusters of well-
connected nodes and relaxing the notion of consistency in
hashing by introducing distributed sloppy hash tables.
3.10. Discussion
The majority of the structured solutions that have been
introduced and were summarized before have a logarithmic
performance (log N for N nodes in the overlay) in terms of lookup
requests and routing, namely they require a logarithmic number of
steps to locate the node where a requested resource or service
resides. This parameter, i.e. network diameter, is directly inﬂu-
enced by the routing table of participating nodes as discussed in
Xu et al. (2006) and explained in the preceding description of the
various structured P2P overlays. In general, a small diameter
(maximum number of hops), which is common in most structured
P2P overlays, allows for efﬁcient resource discovery. Chord,
Kademlia, Viceroy, P-Grid and SkipNet all exhibit a log N lookup
performance, whereas Pastry and Tapestry also have logarithmic
performance of logBN that is however linked to the base B of the
considered identiﬁer space. CAN's performance is not linked to the
number of nodes in the overlay (ðd=4Þnn1=d), but instead to the
number of neighbors of a node (d) and the total number of zones
in the d-dimensional zones (n). The relatively small values for
lookup that are inherent in structured overlays constitute a
desirable feature in pervasive environments, since they promote
efﬁcient and quick access to resources. Due to the dynamicity of
pervasive environments that translates into volatility regarding
network connections, fast resource discovery becomes paramount.
Therefore, structured overlays are very promising in handling such
adverse behavior effectively.
One of the biggest advantages of such overlays can be found in
the DHT consistent hashing algorithms used to map resources/
services on speciﬁc nodes. In particular, these algorithms allow for
uniform distribution of resources across the nodes that participate
in the P2P overlay and thus promote load balancing in managing
resources and handling lookup and routing requests. If only a few
nodes are tasked with hosting large numbers of resources then
they would automatically be construed as being possible single
points of failures and prone to attacks by malicious users. Load
balancing is a very desirable feature since it promotes availability,
accessibility, scalability and reduces the occurrence of bottlenecks
in the overlay. Such features are quite beneﬁcial especially in the
case of pervasive environments with their particular characteris-
tics in terms of heterogeneity, scalability and dynamicity.
Nevertheless, hashing algorithms suffer from the need to
reorganize resources when changes in the overlay occur. Reorga-
nization operations are quite costly in terms of processing and
communication overhead, especially in Chord and CAN that have
very rigid structures and rules. In Kademlia, the notion of redun-
dancy in terms of resource placement further improves the
performance of the hashing algorithms and of lookup operations,
albeit at the cost of a cumbersome process. The particular design
of Viceroy is noteworthy in that it inherently avoids the generation
of hubs, while additionally limiting the number of changes in the
topology to 7 when the need for reconﬁguration arises. Pervasive
environments with their dynamicity and volatility could thus
greatly beneﬁt from this behavior. Conversely, SkipNet is a
structured overlay that does not make use of hashing algorithms
to place resources on nodes, but instead is based on controlled
data placement. This can lead to load balancing issues where few
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nodes are in charge of many resources and can thus become
overloaded in serving relevant requests. This adverse characteristic
is also shared by CAN that due to its construction can have areas of
different size and different resource count.
However, structured P2P overlays are broadly speaking not
targeted for very dynamic networks where churn rates are
extremely high. The reason for this can be found in the construc-
tion of such overlays that requires nodes and resources to be
speciﬁcally placed in the overlay's topology by creating or updat-
ing existing connections of themselves and of other neighboring
nodes. Therefore, when a new node joins the overlay or when an
existing one departs, other nodes are also inﬂuenced, which in
turn involves message exchanges and updates in overlay con-
nectivity that require both time and overhead trafﬁc. P2P over-
lays built on top of pervasive environments that are plagued
with high rates of node arrivals/departures will thus have sub-
optimal performance due to the constant updates in the overlay
topology and in the relocation of resources across nodes in order
to satisfy the rigid rules of the structured P2P algorithms (Rhea
et al., 2004).
Moreover, when taking into account mobility of nodes and the
instability of the underlying networking infrastructures of perva-
sive environments, it becomes clear that any P2P overlay built over
such networks should take these issues into account. Structured
P2P overlays generally do not consider the real network latency
when building overlay links and this can therefore hinder efﬁcient
resource discovery and routing. However, the importance of this
aspect has been considered by a number of P2P overlays, espe-
cially the ones based on Plaxton routing, e.g. Pastry, Tapestry and
there have also been approaches adopting redundancy in overlay
links and node connectivity to promote robustness and resilience
even under dynamicity (Zhao et al., 2003). An in depth analysis of
the inﬂuence of churn on both structured and unstructured P2P
overlays can be found in Stutzbach and Rejaie (2006) where design
implications for prospective churn-aware P2P overlays are elicited.
Structured P2P overlays based on DHT solutions are very
efﬁcient in locating speciﬁc resources, i.e. exact matching, since
the consistent hashing methods that are applied ensure that the
identiﬁers of the resources/services that have been requested can
be uniquely mapped back to the hosting node. They nonetheless
are not well-suited for range queries, e.g. all nodes whose
remaining battery is above level x. These are typical queries in
regard to pervasive environments, where it is most often the case
that the most suitable service/resource is selected among the
many available ones. Solutions like SkipNet allow for such queries
in structured overlays, whereas further research has also proposed
ways to enable range queries in DHT-based overlays, such as
Huebsch et al. (2003), Li et al. (2005) and Bharambe et al.
(2004), as well as multi-dimensional queries, e.g. the work in
Ganesan et al. (2004). Of particular interest is the Armada system
(Li et al., 2009) that allows for single- and multi-attribute range
queries on constant degree DHT-based P2P overlays with a
bounded delay, hence proving to be a quite efﬁcient approach. P-
Grid also allows for advanced types of queries that involve
similarity or range. Nevertheless, unstructured protocols with
their ﬂooding-based discovery mechanisms are inherently more
suitable for such queries.
Because of the dynamic nature of pervasive environments
(examples), paths in the underlying networks are subject to
changes. Any P2P overlay built on top of such environments
should therefore take into account these changes. Structured
overlays are in general in need of reconﬁguration when changes
have been detected and this could impose delays and hence
diminish their performance. Accordingly, redundancy is the
mechanism that is employed by structured overlays to ensure
efﬁcient operation even under dynamic conditions. Chord does not
support redundancy as such, but there have been proposals to
extend Chord by concurrently maintaining multiple rings to
address this need (Flocchini et al., 2007). CAN instead does not
explicitly support the notion of redundancy, or do Pastry, Viceroy,
SkipNet and Tapestry. In Kademlia, redundancy is focal in placing
resources in more than one node, hence allowing for failsafe
operation on one hand and increasing lookup efﬁciency on the
other hand by having multiple copies of a resource around the
overlay. A similar approach is adopted by P-Grid by replicating
resources across nodes in order to cope with dynamicity and
increase load balancing and lookup efﬁciency.
Lastly, similar to every distributed system DHT-based structured
overlays also suffer from security threats, such as the Sybil attack, the
Eclipse attack and routing and storage attacks (Urdaneta et al., 2011).
One of the main problems is the placement of resources on nodes
according to hashing algorithms and random identiﬁers, hence
risking that resources will be hosted by non-trusted nodes. SkipNet
manages to alleviate such concerns by selectively placing resources,
but at the cost of lack of load balancing as mentioned before. Since
this is a topic that remains outside the scope of this work, we refer
the interested reader to the aforementioned survey, as well as
Wallach (2003) for further reading.
Table 2
Taxonomy of structured P2P overlays for pervasive environments.
P2P Lookup Dynamicity Redundancy Churn Security Queries Load balance
Chord O(log N) No particular support N/A Performance drops and
high overhead
N/A Standard queries Consistent hashing
CAN ðd=4Þnn1=d Not failsafe from partitions Routing
redundancy
Resilience is a factor of
node degree
N/A Standard queries N/A
Pastry O(log BN) No particular support N/A Robust for few departures N/A Standard queries Consistent hashing
Tapestry Oðlog βNÞ Routing redundancy Resource
replication
Resource replication and
routing redundancy
N/A Standard queries Consistent hashing
Kademlia O(log N) Considers previous node
behavior for routes' longevity
Resource
replication and
caching
Good support through
redundancy
Old nodes
more trusted
Standard and range
queries
Consistent hashing
Viceroy O(log N) Bounded degree and path
length
No particular
support
Low maintenance costs N/A Standard queries Constant degree and
consistent hashing
P-Grid O(log N) Routing redundancy Resource and
routing replication
Self-organization of nodes N/A Standard, range and
similarity queries
Consistent hashing
and tree balancing
SkipNet O(log N) Data and routing locality Routing
redundancy
Multiple alternate paths Controlled
data
placement
Standard queries N/A
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Summing up, in Table 2 we present (based on the detailed
discussion that preceded) a comparison between the different
structured P2P algorithms in regard to various features that are
characteristic of pervasive environments, namely lookup perfor-
mance, dynamicity, redundancy, churn, security, complex queries,
load balancing.
4. Unstructured P2P overlays
In contrast to the rigid and tightly controlled topologies and
placement of resources that characterize structured P2P overlays,
unstructured ones are much more ﬂexible in terms of node
relationships and lookup operations. Node membership is open
and this ensures a higher degree of resilience and robustness in
cases of dynamicity and node movements and failures, while at
the same time there are reduced maintenance costs, i.e. exchanged
messages overhead, as far as the topology is concerned. However,
performance of lookup operations is not as efﬁcient as in struc-
tured solutions because it is mainly based on ﬂooding. Since such
an approach clearly does not scale, optimized solutions for
resource discovery in unstructured overlays have been proposed
(Barjini et al., 2012). In what follows we discuss widely deployed
unstructured P2P overlays with the goal of describing their
topologies, lookup operations and their performance.
4.1. Freenet
Freenet (Clarke et al., 2001) (https://freenetproject.org/) is a
distributed, unstructured P2P overlay network that was built in
order to allow anonymous access to and handling of data (pub-
lication, replication and retrieval) over wide network infrastruc-
tures. The main design goal of protecting the privacy of data
publishers is what drove the decision towards a completely
decentralized and distributed approach, with no single point of
failures. Additional design goals of Freenet include security and
reliability that emerges as a necessity due to the dynamicity of the
participating nodes, i.e. churn and failures. Despite the distributed
nature of Freenet, appropriate mechanisms have been proposed to
facilitate information retrieval in an efﬁcient manner without
resorting to ﬂooding or the use of central resource indices.
Topology and Lookup: When new nodes join the overlay they just
have to locate at least one existing node to connect to and thus
become part of the topology. This inherently leads to a continuously
evolving and changing topology. Each node in Freenet holds its own
datastore, as well as a routing table to other Freenet nodes together
with an index of their data. In terms of lookup, each data item has a
unique key that can be computed by all nodes, e.g. by hashing some
related descriptive text thus allowing for semantic similarities to be
preserved. When a request for a key can be a satisﬁed by a remote
node, the data will return to the node that originally requested it
along the reverse path. Moreover, at every intermediate node of that
path the data and the key will be replicated and the routing tables
will be updated to reﬂect the node that responded positively to that
request. This procedure ensures that progressively more information
about the location of similar ﬁles will be propagated across the
Freenet overlay thus eventually ensuring faster response times that
span only few hops. This replication process also increases resilience
in light of node failures. Broadcasting a request on the Freenet
overlay is done in a selective manner by avoiding ﬂooding and
checking for duplicate data requests. Additionally, direct links are
created between the requested and the responder, thus further
promoting prospective lookup operations. A similar mechanism is
used for inserting data, whereas there are also mechanisms to
remove stale entries in routing tables and datastores.
Performance: Simulation results reported in Clarke et al. (2001)
validate the performance of Freenet. In particular, average path
length to satisfy resource requests relatively quickly drops to around
6 for a 1000 node overlay, thus proving the beneﬁts of the replication
mechanisms. In terms of scalability, simulation showed that this
average path length approximately grows in a logarithmic manner,
while additionally it remains in reasonable values even under high
rates of node failures (up to 30% of the node population). This fault
tolerance is mostly attributed to the fact that the Freenet overlay's
topology closely resembles small-world network topologies with all
their inherent robustness features due to the power law distribution
of node links, as studied in Milgram (1967), Watts and Strogatz
(1998), and Albert et al. (2000).
4.2. Gnutella
Gnutella (2002) is one of the most widely known and popular
peer-to-peer systems under the unstructured category. Gnutella
was designed to be a ﬁle sharing system based on an unstructured
P2P overlay that allows for decentralized, scalable, reliable and
anonymous sharing of ﬁles between participating nodes. Gnutella
bases its popularity on its simplicity and its open and ﬂexible
membership, which however have both led to serious perfor-
mance degradation issues (Ripeanu, 2001).
Topology and Lookup: To join Gnutella a node needs to contact
an existing node of the overlay. A node in the overlay node can
undertake three main operations, namely to locate and to connect
to other nodes, to query for and to retrieve ﬁles, as well as to push
ﬁles to other nodes that lie behind ﬁrewalls. These operations are
supported by 5 different types of messages: the Ping message is
sent from a node to indicate its availability and to collect
information about other nodes, the Pong message is a reply to
the Ping message, the Query message refers to search requests and
related parameters, the QueryHit message is a positive reply to a
received Query message and lastly the Push message is used to
allow for ﬁle downloads from nodes that are behind ﬁrewalls.
Actual ﬁle downloads are outside the scope of the Gnutella
protocol and take place using standard HTTP GET requests. A node
discovers other nodes in the overlay topology using combinations
of Ping–Pong messages; the former are ﬂooded across the network
by a node, while the latter are routed back to the node that
originally issued the Ping message via the same path. Due to
network dynamicity there is a need for periodic initiation of the
node discovery process to update node connections. Similarly,
resource lookup requests are based on the exchange of Query–
QueryHit messages. Lookup operations on this very ﬂexible topol-
ogy are thus based on pure ﬂooding.
Performance: Scalability is the major concern in Gnutella, since it
does not perform well in this regard as observed in Ritter (2001).
Gnutella overlays exhibit properties that are consistent to power-law
networks, similar to Freenet (Ripeanu, 2001). These properties
promote the robustness and resilience of the Gnutella overlay in
the case of node failures. However, if these node failures refer to core
nodes of the power-law graph, then the results can be detrimental.
This is an aspect that affects all such network topologies and can be
adversely exploited by malicious attackers. Additionally, in terms of
trafﬁc overhead (Ripeanu, 2001) indicates high overhead in terms of
Ping–Pong messages that can be up to 50% of the overall trafﬁc
attributed to Gnutella operations. In general, Gnutella generates high
network trafﬁc overhead due to its simplistic ﬂooding operations.
Therefore, there have been quite a few enhancements proposed
mostly in the direction of imposing a hierarchy of nodes/supernodes,
the latter being in charge of message forwarding and thus collectively
playing the role of the network's backbone, e.g. ultrapeers introduced
in version 0.6 of Gnutella. In the same direction, in Castro et al.
(2004) a structured topology for node connections was considered,
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while retaining standard Gnutella functionalities for ﬁle placement
and lookups. This approach managed to achieve lower trafﬁc over-
head compared to standard Gnutella. This result is counter-intuitive,
since it is generally accepted that structured overlays incur more
overhead for their maintenance compared to unstructured ones.
Nonetheless, it appears that the randomness involved in ﬂooding
operations counters this effect.
4.3. FastTrack
The FastTrack unstructured overlay has been used by a number
of ﬁle sharing applications such as KaZaa and iMesh. Whereas its
internal operations have not been formally documented, Liang
et al. (2006) provided a solid understanding of the actual opera-
tion of the FastTrack overlay by means of a thorough measurement
study. This is to date the main source of reference for FastTrack
together with the efforts of an open-source project that reverse
engineered part of the protocol.2
Topology and Lookup: FastTrack is fully decentralized and its
topology is hierarchical. Taking into account the inherent hetero-
geneity of nodes in terms of computing capabilities (memory,
processing, networking, etc.), FastTrack makes a distinction
between highly capable supernodes and ordinary nodes. The latter
are connected to just one supernode at a time and it is this
supernode that gives the ordinary nodes access to the overlay.
Supernodes are connected between them, but this is far from a full
graph; instead as reported through measurements in Liang et al.
(2006) supernode connections are very sparse. The overlay thus
has a decentralized two-tier hierarchical topology and there are no
reported mechanisms for its maintenance in case of node failures.
In terms of bootstrapping, each node is assumed to have a local
supernode list that also includes information about their work-
load. Using this information a new node selects the most appro-
priate supernode to connect to, based on its locality (preference
given to nearby neighbors) and its workload (for load balancing
reasons, less loaded nodes are preferred). Periodically this selec-
tion changes to reﬂect changes in the overlay and hence the
supernode-to-overnode associations and subsequently the topol-
ogy of FastTrack is subject to very high dynamics. As far as lookup
is concerned, each node maintains a local resource index and in
the case of ordinary nodes this is shared with its associated
supernode. This ensures that supernodes can collectively answer
queries about resources of all their underlying ordinary nodes.
Queries are propagated between supernodes to enhance their
coverage of the entire overlay and increase the possibility of
getting a successful response.
Performance: In the “live” FastTrack overlay there seems to be a
convergence in the number of active supernode-to-supernode con-
nections to around 40–50 and each supernode has on average
between 100 and 160 associated ordinary nodes. This workload
would deﬁnitely undermine the performance and longevity of super-
nodes, which is probably the reason for their relatively small lifetime
(around 2.5 h). Moreover, in terms of lookup performance Liang et al.
(2006) imply that this is not quite satisfactory and proposes
enhancements, such as allowing supernodes to exchange their
resource indices among each other to increase query coverage (the
selection of supernodes according to the locality criterion leads to
localized search results) and speed up query response times.
4.4. BitTorrent
BitTorrent (Cohen, 2003) is one of the most popular P2P ﬁle-
sharing systems available nowadays with millions of active users.
While the BitTorrent protocol speciﬁcation3 and Cohen (2003) do
not classify BitTorrent as an unstructured P2P overlay, we assert
that the connections between peers and their adaptive manage-
ment does indeed create a P2P overlay network topology. Since
the latter is not built on any strict rules, but is rather subject to
random and uncoordinated nodes’ activities, we classify the
BitTorrent P2P overlay as an unstructured one.
Topology and Lookup: BitTorrent is a centralized unstructured
P2P overlay, since a node needs to connect to a speciﬁc entry point
to join the overlay. In particular, when a user wishes to download/
upload a ﬁle (at least one other node needs to upload the complete
ﬁle at all times) it launches the BitTorrent application by executing
the corresponding .torrent ﬁle, which holds information about the
ﬁle and a URL to its associated tracker. The tracker is essentially
the central point of entry to the P2P overlay concerning the
speciﬁc ﬁle, since it contains information about all the other nodes
that are currently downloading or uploading that ﬁle. The tracker
sends a random list of other nodes to a downloader, to which the
latter connects to. It should be noted that a downloader connects
to more than one other nodes, since ﬁles are partitioned in smaller
parts that can be retrieved in parallel from different sources to
facilitate and speed up ﬁle downloads. These node connections for
all the available ﬁles built up the topology of the BitTorrent
overlay. No management operations are explicitly mentioned in
the protocol's speciﬁcation other than the joining of the overlay;
when nodes depart the overlay their active connections are
cancelled and other nodes that were connected to them ﬁnd –
by accessing the trackers – other nodes to connect to in order to
complete their downloads. BitTorrent implements, in the context
of maintaining fairness between uploading and downloading, a
choking algorithm to temporarily block uploading operations
based on a tit-for-tat analogy. These chocking operations none-
theless do not generally affect connectivity. Lookup procedures are
centralized and occur via the tracker. When nodes with the
complete ﬁle start uploading it, then they get registered to the
tracker and are thus accessible to other nodes. When nodes start
downloading pieces of a ﬁle, then they become immediately
available to other nodes as uploaders of these pieces of ﬁles and
they therefore are registered in the trackers accordingly. This
process promotes the efﬁciency of lookup procedures.
Performance: BitTorrent, being a “live” P2P overlay with no formal
speciﬁcation, suffers similar to FastTrack from a lack of analytical
measurements regarding its performance. Nonetheless, there have
been some studies to analyze the performance of BitTorrent-like P2P
overlays, e.g. (Qiu and Srikant, 2004). In the latter study a probablistic
ﬂuid model for BitTorrent overlays was proposed and based on it the
scalability of BitTorrent and its efﬁcient operation in terms of ﬁle
downloading in the context of diverse uploading/downloading
capabilities of nodes was validated.
4.5. UMM
UMM (Unstructured Multisource Multicast) (Ripeanu et al.,
2010) is an unstructured P2P overlay that aims at addressing the
problem of group communications by means of multicasting.
UMM is fully distributed and is targeted at dynamic environments.
Topology and Lookup: The bootstrap procedure of UMM is
similar to that of Gnutella, namely a new node contacts an existing
one that provides the former with additional identiﬁers of other
overlay nodes to connect to. Once a node is part of the overlay, it
can partake in the topology maintenance and lookup operations.
UMM adheres to a self-organized principle in that every node
2 http://developer.berlios.de/projects/gift-fasttrack/ [accessed May 2013].
3 Protocol speciﬁcation: http://www.bittorrent.org/beps/bep_0003.html
[accessed May 2013].
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makes localized decisions on the overlay topology. Collectively
these local decisions on topology reconﬁguration lead to a pro-
gressive optimization of the entire overlay. In that aspect UMM is
very similar to bio-inspired approaches for P2P overlays that will
be presented later. In particular, nodes in UMM maintain two
types of connections to other nodes, i.e. short and long ones,
which have a 1–1 ratio and are optimized in terms of latency and
bandwidth respectively. Each node manages its connections inde-
pendently of other nodes and continuously optimizes them in
order to reﬂect potential changes in the underlay networks.
Lookup operations in UMM correspond to dissemination over
multicast trees. The latter are created and maintained using
implicit information that has been derived from redundant ﬂood-
ing messages sent around the overlay. UMM utilizes such informa-
tion to infer the optimal paths in the overlay and thus generate the
corresponding multicast trees. Lastly, UMM considers partitions
and node failures by introducing some basic mechanisms to
address these adversities. To this end, some special nodes in the
overlay are considered that emit heartbeat signals to be received
by all nodes in the overlay at a certain period. If a node does not
receive any heartbeat over a course of time, then it enters the
repair mode of operation and tries to re-connect to the overlay by
contacting the heartbeat nodes from which no signal has been
received.
Performance: UMM has been extensively evaluated in compar-
ison to other unstructured and P2P overlays using both simula-
tions and PlanetLab emulations, with relevant results appearing in
Ripeanu et al. (2010). The results support the initial design goals
set by the designers of UMM, indicating good performance in
terms of multicast information dissemination efﬁciency and adap-
tation, while retaining a relatively low overhead. The main
strength of UMM lies in its simplicity that is attributed to its
self-organized design. Nonetheless, UMM does not bode well as far
as scalability is concerned with experiments considering networks
of only up to 1024 nodes.
4.6. Gia
Building on Gnutella 0.6 and utilizing the concept of super-
nodes introduced in FastTrack, Gia (Chawathe et al., 2003) is a
decentralized, unstructured P2P overlay with a clear aim at
supporting scalability and thus addressing the relevant short-
comings of Gnutella.
Topology and Lookup: A new node needs to contact an existing
node of the overlay to connect to and thus join the overlay. Nodes
in Gia are not all considered to be equal, but instead are classiﬁed
according to their capacity levels taking into account a node's
computing capabilities, access bandwidth, etc. Gia works on an
adaptive topology adaptation algorithm that ensures that high
capacity nodes become central to the topology by having higher
peer degree compared to low capacity nodes. In this manner, the
heterogeneity of P2P overlays is efﬁciently accommodated;
Gnutella-like protocols that exhibit power law behavior have a
number of well-connected nodes in their topologies, which inad-
vertently become overloaded. By promoting high-capacity nodes
in this role, Gia ensures that the effects of node overload are
minimized. The topology adaptation algorithm allows for contin-
uous optimization: all nodes periodically monitor their neighbor
connections and individually decide on whether all of them are
going to be retained or some of them will be replaced with other
neighbors to improve the quality of the neighbors set. This
localized decision-making process resembles self-organization
principles found in bio-inspired approaches. As far as lookup
operations are concerned, the notion of ﬂow control is introduced
(proactive mechanism to avoid node overloading by allowing
nodes to send a message only when its intended receiver has
authorized this action by means of a token), as well as the
replication of content indices between neighbors. The latter
mechanism is exploited by the lookup protocol that utilizes biased
random walks, i.e. lookup queries are not ﬂooded in the overlay,
they are rather forwarded to the highest capacity neighbor of a
node. Since nodes with high capacity have by design a higher
degree, they will have a higher probability to respond to a query
since they will have access to the content indices of a large
number of other nodes aside to their own. This mechanism is
inspired by prior work (Lv et al., 2002; Adamic et al., 2001) that
suggested the use of random walks and biased random walks
towards high-degree nodes respectively.
Performance: The performance of Gia compared to Gnutella
according to simulation studies reported in Chawathe et al. (2003)
consist in improvements of 3–5 orders of magnitude in regards to
the total capacity of the system. Moreover, lookup operations are
also greatly improved and the proposed design is quite robust to
failures. This is extremely important since power-law networks
suffer from such a problem; however, this does not seem to be an
issue with Gia, due to its continuous optimization topology
adaptation algorithm. It is a matter of discussion whether this
design can indeed promote the longevity and optimal perfor-
mance of the overlay's topology, since even high capacity nodes
can become overloaded if they are constantly over-utilized.
4.7. Phenix
Phenix (Wouhaybi and Campbell, 2004) is a fully decentralized,
unstructured P2P overlay with the goal of maintaining low-
diameter topologies. The motivation behind Phenix lies in the
construction of topologies, the degree distribution of which is a
power-law one. In this respect, the resulting overlay topologies
emerge as being of low diameter, while the potential reliability
concerns of such topologies (e.g. attacks on popular, high-degree
nodes) are alleviated by means of a series of mechanisms.
Topology and Lookup: Similar to UMM, Phenix operates on
localized decision making in determining high degree nodes in
the topology. A new node acquires access to the overlay by
contacting some of its existing nodes. The algorithm is based on
the principle that every node maintains its own neighbor list and
the process of doing so ensures the creation of power-law
topologies as proven in Wouhaybi and Campbell (2004). In
particular, a node that joins the overlay acquires through out-of-
bands means a list of potential neighbors, which it splits in two,
namely the random and friends subsets. It then contacts the nodes
in the friends subset and expects a reply from each one of them
containing a list of their own neighbors, whereas they also contact
these neighbors on behalf of the original node in order to have the
latter added to a special list called Γ that is maintained locally on
each of those nodes. The original node, upon receiving the lists of
neighbors from the nodes in the friends subset it merges them and
sorts the output according to the number of times a node appears,
i.e. most well-connected nodes will appear ﬁrst. It then produces
the preferred subset from the highest ranked nodes in the previous
list. The combination of nodes in the random and preferred subsets
yields the neighbors list of the newly arrived node. The neighbors
are continuously maintained in order to ensure that the network
overlay remains operational and well-functioning even in the case
of node failures. Additionally, to further enhance resiliency of the
overlay, nodes also maintain a backward subset of nodes, which for
a given node are composed of its nodes in the preferred subset that
have the given node in their Γ list. This mechanism ensures
bidirectional connectivity between these pairs of nodes and hence
more failsafe operation. The Phenix overlay does not consider
lookup operations per se.
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Performance: Phenix is expected to have a larger overhead in
terms of trafﬁc compared to Gnutella, which also exhibits power-
law graph properties while having a simpler design than Phenix.
Nonetheless, the merits of Phenix appear in regards to its behavior
under attacks as reported in Wouhaybi and Campbell (2004): its
resilience is very good in terms of both node mobility and node
failures. The latter is mainly attributed to the special mechanisms
introduced in Phenix to handle the adverse performance of power-
law graphs under dynamicity. Moreover, Phenix exhibited remark-
able connectivity (i.e. lack of overlay partitions) even under high
rates of node failures in PlanetLab emulations.
4.8. Other approaches
For the sake of reference, we brieﬂy summarize a few other
indicative research efforts towards building and maintaining
unstructured P2P overlays, while it should be noted that this list
is far from exhaustive.
 Newscast (Jelasity and van Steen, 2002): This overlay is used for
large-scale and multicast information dissemination across the
Internet. The main principle is retaining simplicity and redu-
cing message exchanges by lazily propagating node member-
ship and connectivity information, along disseminated
information. It is based on evolutionary computation and it
utilizes agents to do computations and assist in communica-
tions, which are both the reasons why this approach could also
be classiﬁed as bio-inspired one. Additionally, the notion of
probabilistic behavior is prominent, with the plethora of agents
ensuring failsafe and performant operation.
 mOverlay (Zhang et al., 2004): A feature usually ignored by
most P2P overlays, i.e. node locality, is paramount in the design
of topology of the mOverlay unstructured overlay. The experi-
mental results presented in the related paper validate the
performance improvements compared to similar overlays,
mainly attributed to the limited overhead that is achieved
due the adopted principle of neighbors’ locality that is applied
by grouping closely located nodes in clusters. A similar
unstructured P2P overlay is the focus of the more recent study
(Hsiao et al., 2009).
 Saxons (Shen, 2004): It is an application layer unstructured P2P
overlay that was built with the threefold goal of achieving
small average path length, low path latency and high band-
width for overlay links. Saxons can also operate on top of other
P2P overlays and it is based on the observation that not all links
between nodes in the overlay need to be managed at all times.
In this respect, it allows us to dynamically adjust the set of
active overlay connections to achieve the desired performance.
 PROSA (Carchiolo et al., 2010): Inspired by the way people
behavior in social dynamic situations, PROSA is a semantic
unstructured overlay the degree distribution of which resem-
bles a power-law one. Node connections are established based
on their common preferences thus creating clusters of nodes
with common interests.
 SLUP (Sun et al., 2008): In SLUP both topological properties and
semantic relationships between nodes and resources are taken
into account in constructing the overlay topology, i.e. building
and maintaining neighborhood relationships.
 Foreseer (Cai and Wang, 2004): To ameliorate efﬁciency of
resource queries and overall system scalability, this overlay
protocol utilizes locality information in both geographical and
temporal contexts to build and maintain neighboring relation-
ships between nodes in the overlay's topology. Moreover,
distributed resource indices are exploited to improve lookup
operations.
 UDHT (Puttaswamy and Zhao, 2007): In this work the interest-
ing concept of applying a DHT structure on top of an unstruc-
tured overlay is studied. UDHT supports both complex, multi-
range queries as well as ones for rare objects, thus leveraging
the beneﬁts of both main categories of P2P overlays.
 PDG Superpeers (Li and Chao, 2010): The two-tier hierarchical
topology of superpeers and ordinary nodes found in this
overlay is very similar to that of FastTrack and other hierarch-
ical unstructured overlay. In this work however, the connec-
tions between superpeers are not random, but they rather form
a perfect difference graph that has desired properties such as
graph diameter of just 2 (see Parhami and Rakov, 2005 for
further information). The experimental results report reduced
message overhead and constrained overlay diameter.
4.9. Discussion
Contrary to the rigid rules set by structured overlays on topology
maintenance and on the advertisement of resources, unstructured
P2P overlays offer a much more ﬂexible and open alternative. Each
node that participates in the overlay is in charge of its own resources,
whereas the topology is not tightly controlled and instead emerges
dynamically as a result of the interactions between nodes, i.e.
connections between them being constructed or dismantled accord-
ing to localized node decision-making. This mostly distributed notion
of management of the overlays’ topologies and the general ﬂexible
node membership that is observed in unstructured P2P overlays,
both constitute such approaches as highly applicable to pervasive
environments. The reason for this lies in the fact that the latter
environments are characterized by node dynamicity, heterogeneity
and are subject to high degree of failures, thus inherently making
them a good application domain for unstructured overlays. In terms
of dynamicity, an analysis and evaluation of the performance of
unstructured overlays under the inﬂuence of churn can be found in
Baldoni et al. (2006), where the authors determine the breaking
point of such overlays after which partitions occur consistently.
The majority of unstructured P2P overlays does not consider
any particular mechanism for handling dynamicity, instead relying
on the distributed nature of the topology management algorithms.
Freenet and Gnutella both share common principles of operation
to small-world network topologies and therefore the topologies’
links follow a power law distribution with a few well-connected
hubs. The distributed and decentralized construction and main-
tenance of Freenet and Gnutella allow for ﬂexible membership and
thus dynamicity is handled well. When nodes arrive or depart the
overlay there is no particular need for a reconﬁguration of the
entire topology. Nonetheless, if the departing nodes are among the
hubs then dynamicity will greatly affect the performance of both
these P2P overlays. A similar behavior can be observed for Fast-
Track. However, in this case the hierarchical architecture with the
connected supernodes and the replication of resources indices
from the nodes to their corresponding supernodes facilitates
proper handling of the adverse effects of dynamicity. In BitTorrent
conversely, dynamicity is implicitly addressed by means of redun-
dant paths for accessing resources and the fact that the latter are
fragmented to retrieve them in a more resilient manner. Never-
theless, the centralized repository for resource lookup limits
deployment of BitTorrent overlays in highly dynamic pervasive
environments. Gia proposes a continuous topology optimization
algorithm to proactively cater for problems that might occur due
to dynamicity, whereas UMM makes use of multicast trees and
self-organization of nodes and Phenix explicitly tackles dynamicity
by means of bidirectional connectivity of nodes and redundant
routing paths.
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Furthermore, it becomes evident that quite a few of the
unstructured topologies have features that classify them as small
world networks (Milgram, 1967), namely graphs the degree dis-
tribution of which adheres to a power-law distribution. These
overlays have a relatively small diameter, since some of their
nodes are well-connected and have high degrees and therefore a
lot of the other nodes are connected to them. Clearly, there is a
great performance and security risk in this design, attributed to
the semi-centralized nature of having hubs in the overlays’
topologies. In this respect, these algorithms do not promote
uniform distribution of resources across the nodes that participate
in the P2P overlay and thus it becomes difﬁcult to achieve load
balancing in managing resources and handling lookup and routing
requests. In particular, as far as the hub nodes of the small world
graphs are concerned they can become heavily loaded and this can
cause failures or bottlenecks (Albert et al., 2000).
Freenet, Gnutella and Gia all exhibit a small-world topology
with few nodes emerging as hubs. Gia in particular proposes an
enhancement over traditional small-world networks by promoting
computationally “powerful” nodes as supernodes, i.e. hubs (in
Gnutella and Freenet hubs emerge randomly). Similarly, FastTrack
creates its two-tier hierarchical topology by promoting nodes with
advanced computing capabilities as supernodes. BitTorrent's
topology is classiﬁed as unstructured since it is created and
modiﬁed according to requests for resources, therefore no small-
world properties exist in this case. UMM instead follows along the
line of Gnutella to build a power law topology, albeit with
additional robustness-enhancing mechanisms considered. Phenix
has a dual design goal, namely of retaining small-world network
properties and low diameters at the same time.
Moreover, small overlay diameter implies more efﬁcient
resource discovery operations, due to the fact that such operations
in unstructured overlay are based on either differentiations of
standard ﬂooding mechanisms, e.g. constrained ﬂooding, expand-
ing ring, or random walks (Lv et al., 2002). As long as the network
diameter is constrained, then the messages do not get propagated
along long paths and therefore consume less bandwidth on one
hand, while on the other hand queries have better chances to be
answered (Dimakopoulos and Pitoura, 2006). While this is the case
for Freenet and Gnutella, i.e. constrained ﬂooding, Gia and Fast-
Track utilize the concept of supernodes to augment the lookup
procedure: nodes share their resource indices with the supernodes
to which they are connected to and lookup operations take place
at the supernode level of the Gia hierarchy. Conversely, BitTorrent
and UMM use a centralized index of resources and multicast trees
for lookup, respectively.
In addition, as mentioned before unstructured protocols with
their ﬂooding-based discovery mechanisms are inherently more
suitable for single- and multi-attribute range queries. There have
also been proposals to enhance unstructured protocols in order to
support semantic queries (Nakauchi et al., 2004) and to improve
lookup efﬁciency by exploiting DHT-like features such as hashing
and content replication (Morselli et al., 2007). In the same
direction, the noteworthy approach reported in Yang and Garcia-
Molina (2002) and Crespo and Garcia-Molina (2002) is of great
interest. In this approach the notion of search indices is utilized,
namely at each node of the overlay there are pointers who indicate
with great probability the direction that queries following random
walks should take in order to become satisﬁed. A similar improve-
ment in resource discovery mechanisms for a bio-inspired, self-
organized unstructured P2P overlay, i.e. BlatAnt, was discussed in
Brocco et al. (2010), where proactive caching of locators for
resources across the overlay is propagated to expedite lookup.
Table 3
Taxonomy of unstructured P2P overlays for pervasive environments.
P2P Lookup Dynamicity Redundancy Churn Security Queries Load balance
Freenet Constrained
ﬂooding
Distributed design Path redundancy Routing redundancy and
small-world topology
Anonymity
and privacy
Any type of
queries
Power law distribution of links
Gnutella Pure ﬂooding Periodic initiation of
node discovery
No particular
support
Small world topology Anonymity Any type of
queries
Power law distribution of links
FastTrack Flooding
between
supernodes
No particular
support
Resource indices
replication
Periodic update of
supernodes
N/A Any type of
queries
Connections based on locality and
supernode workload
BitTorrent Central
repository
Centralized single-
point-of-failure
Fragmented,
replicated
resources
No particular
consideration
N/A Any type of
queries
Choking algorithm
UMM Flooding over
multicast trees
Node self-
organization
No particular
support
Heartbeat monitoring
mechanism
N/A Any type of
queries
Power law distribution of links
Gia Biased random
walks
Node self-
organization
Content indices
replication
Topology adaptation
algorithm
N/A Any type of
queries
Power law distribution of links with
advanced nodes promoted
Phenix Not considered Bidirectional node
connectivity
No particular
support
Continuous optimization
of neighbor lists
N/A Any type of
queries
Power law distribution of links with
advanced nodes promoted
Fig. 2. Typical deployment of multiple overlays operating on top of the same
physical network.
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Due to their indexing operations involving advertised reso-
urces, structured overlays have a very good performance in
locating and retrieving rare resources. Conversely, unstructured
protocols that rely on ﬂooding operate better in ﬁnding highly
replicated, popular resources. This observation has led researchers
to devise approaches to improve the efﬁciency of unstructured
P2P overlays in locating rare resources by utilizing structured
approaches of indexing on top of unstructured overlays. A typical
case of such an approach is the work presented in Loo et al. (2004).
These observations regarding the behavior of structured and
unstructured overlays in terms of different types of queries and
the involved complexity have been tested and evaluated in Castro
et al. (2005), thus validating some claims as far as resource
discovery is concerned, but also negating some other claims
according to which the complexity and overhead of structured
protocols is higher than that of unstructured ones. It should
nevertheless be noted that this work, while providing good
indications of the performance of both types of P2P protocols,
should be taken with a grain of salt since it cannot be generalized
for all speciﬁc P2P protocols. A similar study comparing perfor-
mance and resilience features of Gnutella and the DHT-based
Overnet (Kutzner and Fuhrmann, 2005) was presented in Qiao and
Bustamante (2006).
Lastly, similar to DHT-based structured overlays, unstructured
ones also suffer from related security threats, but since this topic
lies outside the research described in this work we refer the
interested reader to literature such as Wallach (2003) for a
comprehensive review of the subject. It is worth noting that
Freenet was designed with the goal of preserving privacy and
anonymity of participating nodes, whereas additionally Gnutella
supports nodes’ privacy.
Summing up, in Table 3 we present (based on the detailed
discussion that preceded) a comparison between the different
unstructured P2P algorithms in regard to various features that are
characteristic of pervasive environments, namely lookup perfor-
mance, dynamicity, redundancy, churn, security, complex queries,
load balancing. The same features were also considered in the case
of structured P2P overlays in Section 3, thus easing comparisons
between the two approaches in terms of how well they satisfy
requirements raised by the nature of pervasive environments.
5. Multi-layer P2P overlays
The previous discussion on various existing P2P overlays,
structured and unstructured, highlighted their particular beneﬁts
and shortcomings regarding their operational context and perfor-
mance. It is evident that there is no panacea in regard to P2P
overlays, namely a solution that can be utilized to address the
totality of issues pertaining to pervasive networks (Cooper, 2006).
In this respect, we can safely assume that multiple overlays will be
concurrently operating on top of the same physical network
infrastructures, an assumption which is valid and can actually be
witnessed in current network deployments (Lin et al., 2009;
Maniymaran et al., 2007). A further reason for this is the fact that
most P2P overlays are domain- or application-speciﬁc, e.g. VoIP or
ﬁle sharing, and since it is to be expected that nowadays nodes
will be active in more than one domains or activities, the
motivation for the coexistence between multiple overlays becomes
more prominent (Hsu et al., 2010). Figure 2 presents a typical
conﬁguration of concurrent, multiple P2P overlays running on top
of the same physical network infrastructure. P2P overlays 1 to N
operate concurrently over the same physical network indicated at
the lower part of Fig. 2. This implies that the topologies of these
P2P overlays are managed at the same time and reﬂect both the
changes in the physical network, as well as the optimization
criteria set by the design of the P2P overlay. Depending on the
algorithm involved to build and maintain the multi-layer P2P
overlay, the coexisting P2P overlays can communicate with each
other or not.
Moreover, the need for multiple overlays is spurred by their
inherent beneﬁt in terms of virtualization (Mao et al., 2012).
Network virtualization in the view of P2P overlays enables the
utilization of the same physical resources by many different
applications. However, simulation studies might potentially not
yield accurate results (Shrestha et al., 2008; Chowdhury et al.,
2009) since they make many assumptions regarding realistic
deployments and should therefore act only as complementary to
real experiments. Network virtualization through P2P overlay
networks can thus greatly facilitate the development of novel
network protocols and their deployment in real network condi-
tions, with platforms such as PlanetLab (Peterson et al., 2003),
GENI (Anderson and Reiter, 2006), MOSAIC (Mao et al., 2012) and
VINI (Bavier et al., 2006) as typical examples. With the growing
need for “live” experiments for novel Internet architectures and
protocols, P2P overlays allow for multiple testbed experimenta-
tions to take place at the same time, over the same network
resources and under realistic settings (Anderson et al., 2005). The
cost savings achieved using such an approach are noteworthy, due
to economies of scale as well as the reduction of potential runtime
errors that simulation studies cannot foresee.
In the following we discuss the emerging beneﬁts attributed to
the coexistence of multiple overlays and the potentials for their
cooperative maintenance. We also present typical examples of
multi-layer overlays that share the same logic in creating and
maintaining multiple P2P overlay topologies in parallel. In addi-
tion, we also highlight frameworks and architectures that facilitate
inter-overlay cooperation.
5.1. Coexistence of multiple overlays
We argue that just by supporting multiple overlays to run on
the same underlying networks, the aforementioned beneﬁts and
motivations would quickly become diminished due to the com-
plexity of handling many overlays and their inter-operation pro-
tocols. There is thus the emergent requirement of concurrently
maintaining these overlays in a coordinated manner that would
simplify their management and would reduce their collective load
on participating nodes (Anderson et al., 2005). The coexistence of
more than one P2P overlay layers over the same underlying
networks and its impact on network performance has not received
signiﬁcant research attention to date. Lin et al. (2009) experimen-
ted with the synergies that arise between coexisting overlays and
argued that when carefully designed they can yield signiﬁcant
performance improvements. This work sets the foundations for
coexisting overlays by proposing a well-deﬁned classiﬁcation
scheme for potential synergies among such overlays. The classiﬁ-
cation scheme considers temporal synergies and dynamicity, as
well as communication, state and service interactions between the
coexisting overlays and their pattern of interaction, namely hor-
izontal (parallel operation of overlays) or vertical (high-level
overlay exploiting the functionality of lower-level overlay).
In Jiang et al. (2005) the effect of using concurrent multiple
overlays for routing is explored, highlighting the problems that
arise when these layers are not interacting with each other. The
potential of combining the beneﬁts of both structured and
unstructured P2P overlays are reported in Maniymaran et al.
(2007), where instances of both overlay types – a Pastry-like
structured and a gossip-based unstructured overlay – on the same
network were employed and their complementary operation was
promoted. In particular, the authors propose to distinguish the
operations of P2P overlays into primary and secondary, where the
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latter can be replaced by similar operations found in other overlays
and the former are strictly maintained. While interesting, this
work suffers from loss of generality since the example overlays
discussed in the paper are not representative cases and cannot be
used to extrapolate synergies between other P2P overlays.
Another important issue regarding overlay coexistence deals
with how the resources of the underlying physical networks are to
be distributed between the multitude of P2P overlays. In Demirci
and Ammar (2010) the problem of how to best allocate bandwidth
among competing and coexisting overlay networks running on the
same physical network infrastructure is examined. A fairness
metric is introduced in order to regulate bandwidth sharing with
quite promising results. The approach followed by Cooper (2006)
is also interesting; a middleware infrastructure is introduced to
group the runtime functionalities of the different P2P overlays and
speciﬁc ﬁlters are applied to control the messages that correspond
to each of these overlays in order to efﬁciently handle the
allocation of physical network resources, e.g. available bandwidth.
Cooper (2006) also suggests the assignment of priorities to the
different coexisting overlays, according to which the highest
priority overlay would have more resources available without
completely starving the other overlays. Lastly, Braun et al. (2008)
proposed the UP2P overlay for ubiquitous communications sup-
port, in which the notion of federated overlay organization is
introduced. According to the latter work, distinct overlays can
coexist by cooperating through the use of a super-overlay that
connects all of them together and is in charge of routing messages
from one overlay to another. This super-overlay is based on DHTs
to optimize lookup operations.
5.2. Representative cases of multi-layer overlays
The work on the MOMO4 (Multi-Overlays for Multi-hOming)
research project is to date the most typical case of multi-layer P2P
overlays, considering Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) in line
with network virtualization, i.e. overlays. The goal is to allow the
creation of multiple context-based overlays, each of which is build
in such a manner as to satisfy speciﬁc user context requirements,
e.g. related to security, mobility, or service. An analytical model of
the proposed approach on multi-layer context-based overlays is
described in Matos et al. (2011a), while examples of how to model
context information to facilitate the overlay creation and main-
tenance are presented in Matos et al. (2011b), where additionally
the importance of context prediction for the stability of the
considered approach is noted. In this work structured P2P systems
are exploited by the authors, since efﬁcient resource discovery,
namely lookup regarding context information, is the most impor-
tant design requirement. Nonetheless, speciﬁcs about the overlay
construction and maintenance algorithms are not discussed, with
the exception of the P2P control overlay, an overlay that is
comprised of a node from each of the available context-based
overlays and that serves to associate user requirements with the
most appropriate context-based overlay (Matos et al., 2011b).
Initial work considered only structured P2P overlays and
suffered from poor performance in terms of processing time per
overlay link and node that was proportional to the number of
context-based overlays that were concurrently maintained. More-
over, it was not clear how to control such an architecture, for
example to collect and disseminate global context information and
to manage the P2P control overlay. For these reasons, an extension
of this work was presented in Matos et al. (2012) considering a
distributed framework to manage the aforementioned multi-layer
overlay architecture. The framework promotes cooperation
between the different context-based overlays by supporting both
unstructured, i.e. ﬂooding, and structured, i.e. DHT-based, resource
discovery mechanisms across all overlays. While the authors favor
a distributed approach to discover available context-based over-
lays and share and retrieve information from them, their solution
nevertheless suffers from a single point of failure, namely the
Global WMN Manager entity that manages the control overlay,
stores global context information and schedules the physical
network resources among the number of overlays. This very
promising approach focuses on the user association to a context-
based overlay and the overhead of maintaining such a framework,
whereas the actual construction and maintenance of the concur-
rently running overlays is sidestepped.
In Hsu et al. (2010) the case is made for cooperative main-
tenance of multi-overlay environments based on the premise that
the multitude of considered overlays share common maintenance
operations, e.g.failure detection or network proximity estimation.
By adopting a master–slave model, whereby the master takes care
of the common functionality thus alleviating the burden from its
associated slaves, the overall maintenance costs across all overlays
are minimized with reductions up to 60% as reported in Hsu et al.
(2010). Furthermore, Serbu et al. (2011) propose a novel P2P DHT-
based overlay that allows for ﬂexible routing choices by support-
ing multiple, redundant paths in the overlay, which are con-
structed and maintained based on different objectives, such as
fault tolerance, low latency and load balancing. The authors
propose a hybercube approximation DHT overlay structure to
support the diverse paths.
5.3. Frameworks for inter-overlay cooperation
Orthogonal to the issue of concurrently building and managing
multiple P2P overlays that we are focusing on, there has also been
a signiﬁcant amount of research work on how to inter-connect
heterogeneous overlays, i.e. frameworks and architectures to
support the inter-operation of existing overlays. For the sake of
completeness we indicatively refer the interested reader to related
works such as Tan and Jarvis (2006), Wu and Li (2007), and
Ciancaglini et al. (2011), but we analyze them no further since they
are outside the scope of this article. It is nonetheless noteworthy to
highlight the research from the University of Osaka on the bio-
inspired analysis of co-existing overlays that was built on the
premise of symbiosis studies that were performed in the ﬁeld of
biology (Wakamiya and Murata, 2006; Morimoto et al., 2009). In
the latter work extensive numerical analytical modeling is used to
study the symbiosis of multiple overlays and their competition for
resources and cost minimization.
The use of a policy-based, context-aware architecture to handle
the inter-operation between and the dynamic adaptation of
different service-speciﬁc, semantic overlay networks was reported
in Al-Oqily and Karmouch (2011). This agent-based architecture
utilizes context information from a variety of sources to trigger
policies that reconﬁgure the overlay's operation, e.g. routing,
create new overlays or terminate existing ones. Policies are
automatically generated by gathered context information, hence
not being in alignment with business objectives but rather being
very tightly intertwined with the P2P algorithm. Moreover, issues
such as synchronization of policy execution have not not consid-
ered. A similar approach has been undertaken by the BioMPE
research project and its proposed multi-layer overlay architecture,
in which policy-based management principles and context infor-
mation are utilized to select the most appropriate P2P overlay to
activate based on monitored context information and user/appli-
cation requirements (Malatras et al., 2012b).
Finally, of interest are architectures such as OverMesh (Ding
et al., 2006), Open Overlays (Grace et al., 2008), ODIN-S (Cooper,4 http://momo.ani.univie.ac.at/index.html
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2006) and Synergy (Kwon and Fahmy, 2005), which facilitate the
development and deployment of concurrently running P2P over-
lays. These architectures have greatly assisted in studying the
effects of concurrent overlay operation and examined the poten-
tials for cross-overlay cooperation, further allowing the rapid
evaluation of inter-overlay deployments.
5.4. Discussion
The aforementioned discussion has highlighted the potential
beneﬁts from exploiting multiple concurrently running overlays,
i.e. reduced costs and greater ﬂexibility. It is clear that when the
need arises to employ two or more overlays in parallel, it is
sensible to make use of the potential synergies between them in
order to minimize as much as possible the number of manage-
ment overhead, i.e. exchanged messages. Moreover, the concurrent
presence of P2P overlays can satisfy the diversity of application
requirements from such overlays. Whereas the efﬁcient resource
discovery of structured P2P overlays might be the goal of some
applications, the ﬂexible membership supported by unstructured
overlays might be preferred by others. This was clearly exhibited
by Lin et al. (2009) and Maniymaran et al. (2007), where the key
term is that of synergy. Lin et al. (2009) in particular explored the
different options available for collaboration between overlays and
set the theoretical grounds for employing relevant solutions.
Undoubtedly, these beneﬁts can be greatly improved when the
considered overlays operate in a cooperative manner, namely
when the synergies between them are taken into account. Unless
carefully designed and deployed, the P2P overlays might end up
competing for network and computational resources and thus lead
to their depletion. Anderson et al. (2005) highlighted this problem
by calling for novel solutions to support multiple simultaneous
architectures running on the Internet. Such an approach would
lower the barriers to deploying and running numerous concurrent
overlays as the authors argue and would optimize their perfor-
mance over the sole physical infrastructure, namely the Internet.
Similar problems were identiﬁed in Jiang et al. (2005) for the case
of routing. To alleviate concerns regarding fair resource utilization,
approaches such as Demirci and Ammar (2010) (proposing a
fairness metric to regulate shared access to resources) and
Cooper (2006) (introduces a priority-based mechanism for acces-
sing resources) are quite promising.
In this respect, solutions such as the ones discussed offer great
beneﬁts in virtualizing current network infrastructures and offer-
ing numerous alternate P2P substrates for applications and ser-
vices to operate upon. Maniymaran et al. (2007) for example
combined structured and unstructured overlays and in doing so
exploited the beneﬁts of both approaches. In UP2P (Braun et al.,
2008), a DHT-based super-overlay was proposed to manage the
federation of multiple overlays and a related approach is adopted
by MOMO (Matos et al., 2011b) in building a higher level control
overlay.
In general, the potentials and opportunities from the synchro-
nized cooperation of overlays are signiﬁcant. Accordingly, this line
of research is consistent with other network research work on
exploiting overlapping functionalities and operations in networks
to better utilize the scarce available resources, such as Saha et al.
(2015) and the Synapses framework that targets P2P overlays
(Ciancaglini et al., 2013).
6. Bio-inspired P2P overlays
Algorithms and techniques inspired from the ﬁeld of biology
and the observation of natural phenomena have been utilized for
years in solving complex optimization problems. Lately, similar
solutions have started to be applied in the management of
complex systems in particular in distributed environments, since
these solutions do not suffer from single-point-of-failure concerns
and are highly reliable. Considering bio-inspired approaches to
address problems and performance issues in computing environ-
ments is progressively gaining wide applicability, mostly attribu-
ted to the beneﬁcial properties of such approaches. In particular,
bio-inspired solutions are characterized by their highly adaptive
and reactive behavior, inherent support for heterogeneity, distrib-
uted operation, resilience to failure of components and self-
organization (Babaoglu et al., 2006). It thus becomes evident that
such approaches are very promising candidates to address and
handle the dynamicity of pervasive networks and the manage-
ment of P2P overlay networks that are constructed on top of the
latter. Therefore, bio-inspired computing is steadily emerging as a
prominent solution for distributed and pervasive computing
(Bongard, 2009), as well as networking (Dressler and Akan, 2010).
Bio-inspired solutions have proven to be quite effective in
providing efﬁcient solutions in the domain of computer networks
(Balasubramaniam et al., 2011). Solutions based on swarm intelli-
gence, namely based on the collective behavior of ant colonies or
bees, have validated and guaranteed scalability due to the dis-
tributed intelligence and the reduced communication costs that
are achieved through the concept of stigmergy that enables
indirect communication means for cooperating entities. In parti-
cular, the Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) theory (Dorigo et al.,
1996), which was originally studied by Dorigo, has been success-
fully utilized to satisfy at a low cost routing, scheduling and
allocation problems. ACO has also been used to construct and
maintain P2P overlays, with the BlatAnt overlay being the most
prominent instance of such work. Moreover, the adaptability of
bio-inspired solutions through their self-organization and reactive
nature is also of great beneﬁt in addressing distributed networking
concerns, as well as to support the inherent high-degree of
heterogeneity.
Furthermore, as far as P2P overlays are concerned, there have
been some approaches to construct and maintain such overlays
using bio-inspired approaches. Inspiration from nature has also
been taken into account for the provision of efﬁcient resource
discovery mechanisms built on top of P2P overlay topologies.
Based on the aforementioned discussion on characteristics of bio-
inspired solutions, i.e. distributed, support for heterogeneity and
continuous adaptation, it is evident that the majority of P2P
overlays constructed using such solutions belongs to the unstruc-
tured category. Nonetheless, there has also been research in
applying bio-inspired approaches on structured P2P overlay
topologies. In the following we describe the most typical cases
of bio-inspired P2P overlay protocols.
6.1. BlatAnt
The BlatAnt algorithm (Brocco et al., 2010) aims at the con-
struction and maintenance of bounded diameter, unstructured P2P
overlays over grids. ACO principles are exploited to ensure opti-
mization of node connections in the P2P overlay topology in a fully
decentralized and distributed manner. The use of ant colonies also
promotes adaptability and robustness of the constructed overlays,
two features which are highly important especially when the
underlying networks are subject to dynamic conditions. Optimiza-
tion of topologies in BlatAnt is based on two rules, i.e. the
connection and disconnection rule, that collectively limit the
diameter between D and 2D1 with D being a parameter of the
algorithm. According to the connection rule, two nodes will
become connected if their current minimal distance is Z2D1.
Conversely, the disconnection rule disconnects two nodes if their
maximum distance in the overlay topology is rD1. These two
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rules are continuously evaluated and applied when needed.
BlatAnt has dedicated mechanisms to recover from overlay parti-
tions occurring both when nodes gracefully depart the overlay, as
well as when they do so abruptly.
BlatAnt's proper operation is dependent on the timely and
accurate dissemination of information regarding the network
topology. This operation is the responsibility of ant-inspired agents
that roam the overlay and during their migration they collect
information from nodes and distribute them to other nodes.
Moreover, to ensure that these ant agents spread throughout the
overlay and to guarantee its full coverage, another bio-inspired
technique is used, namely that of pheronomone deposits. The
latter are used by ant agents to indicate whether particular paths
in the overlay topology have been explored or not and to what
extent (how popular they are). Accordingly, ant agents tend to
prefer less popular paths to promote network coverage. Path
pheromones evaporate over time to allow for changes in the
overlay's topology to be reﬂected by the deposit of new pher-
omones. Consequently, network topology optimization according
to the two previous rules occurs for each node independently.
After a reasonable amount of time, a relatively stable state can be
reached upon which the topology changes are minimal and
subject to the underlying network dynamics.
BlatAnt has been extensively studied and its operation and
effectiveness in constructing bounded P2P overlays has been
validated through simulation studies performed in a custom build
simulator that did not assess overhead trafﬁc. It has proved to be
very performant in quickly converging to overlays with bounded
diameter even under extreme dynamic conditions. In addition,
efﬁcient resource discovery mechanisms using random walks and
proactive caching of resource indices have been proposed (Brocco
et al., 2010). BlatAnt was solely focused on bounded diameter
optimization because it was targeted speciﬁcally at grids, where
resource discovery is of outmost importance. Pervasive environ-
ments conversely have plentiful and variable optimization require-
ments and hence overlays targeted for them should be more
ﬂexible.
6.2. AntOM
AntOM (Ant-inspired Overlay Maintenance) (Peng et al., 2012)
is a topology optimisation algorithm for multi-layer P2P overlays
on top of pervasive environments. The algorithm is based on the
BlatAnt algorithm and utilizes ACO in regard to the network
exploration and neighborhood optimisation. By exploiting differ-
ent ant families, multiple overlay layers, each one optimised for a
different property, are concurrently maintained at a low cost as
proven by the experimental results reported in Peng et al. (2012).
AntOM therefore provides concurrent support for applications
with diverse requirements that utilize the same networking
infrastructure.
The algorithm constructs multiple overlay network layers on
top of the same underlay. Each layer is optimised for a speciﬁc
node property, e.g. battery levels, Quality-of-Service level. ACO
principles are used for the continuous exchange of information
among nodes in order to promote continuous optimization and
adaptation. Contrary to BlatAnt, ants are responsible for dissemi-
nating information by utilising two types of pheromones, namely
one that indicates the quality and validity of node properties and
guides neighbours selection, and one that guides ants to evenly
explore the entire overlay (linked to time since a neighbour was
last visited). Furthermore, ants disseminate information in the
overlay by stochastically migrating from one node to another
following inverse pheromone concentrations. Due to the uncer-
tainty in pervasive environments and the underlying dynamicity,
there is a major concern regarding information delay that could be
detrimental for the overlay's performance. To alleviate this con-
cern an additional family of ants is proposed to rapidly collect
information in the vicinity of a node. There are thus two ant
families that co-exist in AntOM. Topology optimization occurs by
adding and removing links locally at every node in order to
achieve local maxima or minima (depending on the optimization
criteria).
The algorithm was evaluated in terms of convergence of
properties as well as overhead under different dynamicity levels
and number of concurrently maintained layers. Moreover, it
created optimal overlay layers for the considered node properties,
such as node workload, thus supporting load balancing. It is
encouraging to highlight that network dynamicity inﬂuenced the
trafﬁc overhead in a controlled and limited way. Additionally, even
under highly dynamic conditions the algorithm converged quickly
to stable overlays.
6.3. Self-Chord
Self-Chord was presented in Forestiero et al. (2010) as a bio-
inspired P2P overlay targeted at grid and cloud infrastructures.
This overlay construction and maintenance algorithm is inspired
by swarm intelligence and ant colonies, where multiple simple
and independent mobile agents roam the overlay network and
collectively re-arrange resource identiﬁers to promote lookup
efﬁciency.
As its name implies, Self-Chord is based on Chord and actually
as far as the topology is concerned it is exactly the same as in
Chord, namely Self-Chord utilizes a logical ring topology to
organize nodes in the P2P overlay. The nodes are ordered accord-
ing to their identiﬁer that is derived through a hashing function
similarly to Chord. The difference lies in the placement of resource
identiﬁers. Whereas in Chord resources and nodes shared the
same identiﬁers’ numerical space and accordingly resources were
placed on nodes whose identiﬁers were close to each other, in
Self-Chord resources obtain their identiﬁers from a different
namespaces and are placed on nodes based on load balancing
criteria, as well as semantic ones, i.e. closely related resources are
clustered on neighboring nodes. It is important to note that as
stated by the authors in Forestiero et al. (2010), the methodology
to enhance structured P2P overlays that was employed in Self-
Chord can serve as a guideline for analogous mechanisms being
applied to other structured protocols such as CAN and Pastry, e.g.
Self-CAN overlay (Giordanelli et al., 2012). Moreover, Self-Chord
serves as a case-study of successful application of bio-inspired
swarm intelligence mechanisms in structured P2P overlays and in
doing so it also provides a proper mathematical analysis of these
mechanisms that can be exploited to study its performance and
scalability.
Self-Chord is very efﬁcient in terms of resource discovery since
it is utilizing the ﬁngers table of the standard Chord overlay to
provide logarithmic guarantees in locating resources. Moreover,
through the operations of the swarm agents that re-arrange
resource identiﬁers and place them on nodes according to their
similarity (using a custom metric called centroid), clusters of
similar resources are inherently constructed. This allows users to
perform range queries easily, since it is only needed to look for a
particular resource and then access the resources that are located
on the same node to ensure that one discovers other semantically
close resources. Furthermore, the statistical distribution of
resource identiﬁers on nodes leads to better load balancing for
the nodes that need to serve requests for resources. In addition,
management operations of Self-Chord are signiﬁcantly less than
those of Chord since there is no need to re-arrange resource
identiﬁers subject to node churn because of the continuous
optimization performed by the swarm agents.
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6.4. Other approaches
For the sake of reference, we brieﬂy summarize a few other
indicative research efforts towards building and maintaining P2P
overlays using inspiration from nature and biological primitives,
while it should be noted that this list is far from exhaustive.
 P2PBA (Dhurandher et al., 2011): The P2PBA (Peer-to-Peer Bee
Algorithm) has a clear focus on providing efﬁcient resource
discovery mechanisms on mobile ad hoc networks. It is
inspired from the foraging behavior of honey bees and in this
respect it is very lightweight in terms of exchanged messages
and also returns an ordered list of areas called patches where
high concentration of the results can be found instead of
individual nodes holding the requested resources. This process
greatly reduces the amount of time to locate resources since it
guides directly to the patch that is most close to the results and
hence minimizes the search area. Reported simulation results
validate the reduced trafﬁc overhead for this algorithm com-
pared to related ACO-based algorithms, as well as achieving
lookup efﬁciency.
 Antares (Forestiero and Mastroianni, 2009): The Antares (Ant-
Based Algorithm for Resource management in grids) overlay is
characterized as self-structured and is targeted at grids. It uses
ant agents that roam the P2P overlay topology and re-organize
resources by moving them from one node to another in order
to ensure that similar resources are eventually clustered in the
same neighborhood of the overlay's topology and thus promote
the efﬁciency of resource discovery. The algorithm leads to an
unstructured overlay, yet the positioning of resources according
to their similarity bears semblance to relevant operations of
structured overlays, e.g. Self-Chord.
 AntCAN (Apel and Buchmann, 2005): Utilizing mechanisms
from the ACO theory and swarm intelligence, the AntCAN P2P
overlay is essentially a standard, structured CAN overlay
enhanced with ant-inspired resource discovery mechanisms.
Of interest is the notion of organic P2P overlay networks that is
proposed by Apel and Buchmann (2005): they argue towards a
framework based on biology-inspired principles to augment
P2P overlay structures by exploiting the potential of self-
organizing P2P overlays, in a manner similar to BlatAnt
and AntOM.
 Myconet (Snyder et al., 2009): This algorithm is inspired by the
growth mechanisms found in fungal hyphae and leads to an
unstructured P2P overlay, but with the presence of superpeers
that serve as a backbone to facilitate resource discovery and
overlay maintenance operations. The algorithm has a low
resilience to node churn, with a tolerance of up to 5% churn
rate, but is highly scalable. Moreover, its merits lie on its
adaptability properties in that the algorithm quickly recovers
the network topology from partitions or failures of large node
populations (up to 50%).
 Self-CAN (Giordanelli et al., 2012): It works similarly to Self-
Chord, i.e. the topology of the underlying standard, structured
P2P overlay remains the same, while the identiﬁers of the
resources are rearranged by ant-inspired mobile agents to
improve the performance of resource discovery. The rearrange-
ment of resource identiﬁers aims at minimizing the centroid
value of each node, thus essentially promoting the collection of
similar resources at every node and speeding up lookup
operations.
 P2PSI (Hoh and Hwang, 2007): Targeted at mobile ad hoc
networks, the P2PSI P2P overlay has a clear focus on supporting
ﬁle sharing. Accordingly, it does not consider construction and
maintenance of an overlay topology, but instead proposes an
ACO-inspired mechanism for efﬁciently locating ﬁles on an
existing topology. The behavior of ants is emulated by query
messages, whereas the associated pheromones to guide query-
reply and prospective query messages are inversely propor-
tional to the number of hops a query-reply message needs to
travel on the overlay to reach the initiator of the query, thus
promoting ﬁle holders in the vicinity of the initiator.
 SCAN (Ghanea-Hercock et al., 2006): It is targeted at very
dynamic networks with a high degree of node churn and its
goal is to be adaptive and reliable to node failures, as well as
targeted attacks on core nodes of the overlay (a common type
of attack on power-law graphs). Inspired by the behavior of
biological neurons, the SCAN protocol aims at retaining at each
node a minimum number of active connections that maximize
its perceived utility. The resulting unstructured P2P overlay
exhibits improved performance in terms of lookup efﬁciency
and robustness against node failures.
6.5. Discussion
Utilizing inspiration from biological processes to construct and
maintain P2P overlays has attracted some research interest to date
and new research projects such as BioMPE aim to extend this
research and instigate further work in this direction. From the
aforementioned discussion it becomes clear that the majority of
related solutions focus on providing efﬁcient resource discovery
mechanisms using swarm intelligence techniques, e.g. Michlmayr
(2006), Wu et al. (2006), and Deng et al. (2009). This is mainly
attributed to the fact that such techniques have proven perfor-
mance beneﬁts in regard to routing and scheduling in dynamic
networks, while they have also inherent support for adaptability
and robustness in light of node failures (Ko et al., 2008). Con-
versely, using such techniques for topology management has not
really been exploited with the exception of solutions such as
BlatAnt and AntOM.
Despite their merits, bio-inspired solutions have a series of
disadvantages that have limited their applicability and wide
deployment. In particular, it is computationally difﬁcult to imple-
ment such solutions since they are based on principles of self-
organization and the plethora of independent agents interact with
each other using indirect means, an aspect that is hard to model
and realize in practical information systems (Biskupski et al.,
2007). For this purpose simulation systems such as Anthill
(Babaoglu et al., 2002), SADMAS (Michal Pechoucek et al., 2012)
or OverSwarm (Brocco and Baumgart, 2012) are of great value
since they support the development and evaluation of bio-inspired
P2P overlays thus facilitating the resolution of deployment
and practical execution of such multi-agent systems (Michal
Pechoucek et al., 2012). OverSwarm in particular has been devel-
oped on top of a powerful network simulator, namely OMNETþþ/
OverSim (Baumgart et al., 2007).
Another problem usually attributed to bio-inspired algorithms
and in particular those based on ACO is that they induce signiﬁcant
overhead due to the big number of exchanged messages, i.e. ants
and pheromone updates. Lastly, since swarm intelligence algo-
rithms are inherently probabilistic it is very difﬁcult to guarantee
quality of service levels as far as they are concerned, whereas for
the same reason issues such as stagnation might occur (Bonabeau
et al., 2000).
Summing up, in Table 4 we present a comparison between the
different unstructured P2P algorithms in regard to various features
that are characteristic of pervasive environments, namely lookup
performance, dynamicity, redundancy, churn, security, complex
queries, load balancing. The same features were also considered in
the case of structured and unstructured P2P overlays in Sections
3 and 4 respectively, thus easing comparisons between all
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considered approaches in terms of how well they satisfy require-
ments raised by the nature of pervasive environments. Security is
a major concern when bio-inspired P2P overlays are considered,
since due to the self-organized nature of the agents, the latter can
be manipulated by malicious attackers (Zhong and Evans, 2002).
Pheromone biasing mechanisms are foremost among the related
threats and in this respect trust-based protection approaches such
as Mrmol and Prez (2010) are quite promising.
7. Conclusions
We systematically reviewed P2P overlays in pervasive environ-
ments by considering their operation in light of the dynamicity,
mobility and heterogeneity of such environments. These adverse
features negatively inﬂuence the performance and proper opera-
tion of traditional P2P overlays and therefore mechanisms and
techniques to alleviate their effects have been proposed. We have
discussed such techniques for both structured and unstructured
P2P overlays in order to provide extensive coverage of the
particular research domain. Moreover, we have presented a review
of research on approaches towards P2P overlay coexistence and
cooperation. Such approaches are very signiﬁcant for the context
of pervasive environments, where their inherent complexity and
heterogeneity undoubtedly necessitate the deployment of multi-
ple overlays, each one with diverse characteristics. The plethora of
applications and services that operate on P2P overlays in pervasive
environments and their specialized requirements further motivate
research in the direction of overlay cooperation.
Furthermore, there is a prominent need for constant optimiza-
tion and adaptation to ﬁt the evolving dynamic requirements of
pervasive environments. In this respect, we systematically
reviewed related research and focused on a recently emerging
trend, namely that of bio-inspired overlays. The desired features of
such approaches, i.e. robustness, self-organization, adaptation,
constitute them prominent candidates to address the relevant
concerns found in pervasive environments. This review on P2P
overlays also highlighted that there is a necessity to devise
uniform and realistic testing environments for the latter, in order
to allow for comparisons and proper evaluation prior to actual
deployment. In addition to that, in depth analysis of the costs
involved in realizing and deploying P2P overlays would greatly
beneﬁt their adoption from the user community, which by and
large is to date rather agnostic in this respect.
By describing and critically analyzing existing systems and
discussing current research and open issues, we aspire to instigate
further research in a domain that has great potential to grow.
Issues such as energy efﬁciency, synergies between coexisting
overlays and bio-inspired solutions at low maintenance costs and
with ﬂexibility are some of the concerns that have arisen from the
state-of-the-art review. We assert that the latter concerns will
serve as functional requirements for the design and development
of novel P2P overlay solutions in pervasive environments in the
future.
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